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Introduction
At the request of the IRAS Project Office and with support from JPL and
NASA Headquarters, a comprehensive study was conducted to determine and
define the radiation environment of the IRAS mission. Initially limited
in its objective, the scope of the study was later expanded to include
recently implemented special data processing and analysis methods that
produced novel types of results and display products.
The material in this report is structured and organized in a fashion
parallel to that of a similar report on the radiation environment of the
Space Telescope (X-601-78-30, October 1978). Also, the pattern estab-
lished and the style adopted in the ST report is being closely followed
in the present writing. It is hoped that this arrangement may facilitate
the complimentary use of the two documents, thereby providing the largest
amount of environment information and radiation data to the greatest
number of users and covering the widest possible range of application areas.
The new analysis-features introduced in this report pertain to:
1. Positional Fluxes as a function of time and energy for the
most severe pass through the South Atlantic Anomaly (SAA).
2. Total positional doses as a function of time and shield
thickness for the most severe pass through the SAA.
3. Special comparison mapping fluxes, for ratios of positional
intensities to orbit integrated averages, in terms of several
energies.
4. Statistical exposure-time history of trajectory as a function
of energy, indicating, in percent of total mission duration,
the time intervals over which the instantaneous fluxes would
exceed the orbit integrated averages.
Because the attainment of nominal orbit is not always achieved during
launch, the study effort was extended beyond the targeted flight path
to higher and lower altitudes, in order to provide some information
in case the final trajectory should be different from the planned nominal.
This additional effort involves orbital flux integrations only and not
special processing and analysis.
Extensive calculations were performed and a large data base was generated,
processed, and analyzed. The results of this work are presented in a
transparent way to facilitate their use:
As guidelines for laboratory radiation studies of optical, electronic,
and detector components;
As a source of information for the investigators on the environment
(average and instantaneous) in which their instruments must operate; and
As the boundary conditions for calculating the radiation environment
interior to the spacecraft.
Following the precedent established with ST, the external (surface
incident) charged particle radiation, predicted for the IRAS satellite
was determined in two ways: (a) by orbital flux integration for three
selected mission altitudes and (b) by geographical instantaneous flux-
mapping for the nominal flight-path altitude. The latest standard
models of the environment were used in the calculations.
Magnetic field definitions for three nominal circular trajectories and
for the geographic mapping positions were obtained from a current field
model.
Spatial and temporal variations or conditions affecting the static
environment models were considered and accounted for, wherever possible.
Finally, limited shielding and dose evaluations were performed for a
simple geometry.
Results, given in graphical and tabular form, are analyzed, explained,
and discussed. Conclusions are presented and commented on.
2. SPECIFICATION OF ORBITS
The analysis was based on three nominal circular orbits with altitudes
of 600, 900, and 1200 kilometers, and all with inclination of about 99
degrees.
3. GENERATION OF TRAJECTORIES
A flight path emphemeris was generated for each selected orbit with the
GEODYN-BLCONV System1 for trajectories of 24-hour duration defined at
2-minute intervals. The length of simulated orbit time and the integra-
tion stepsize were especially selected so as to provide sufficient point
density to insure an adequate sampling of the ambient radiation environ-
ment when flying the trajectories through the models. The trajectories
were subsequently converted from geodetic polar to magnetic B-L coordinates
with Mcllwain's INVAR program of 19652 and the field routine ALLMAG,3
which now utilizes the BARRACLOUGH 1975 field model." The field
computations were extrapolated to the tentative mission epoch of 1980.0
with linear time terms representing secular variations of the field.
4. FLIGHT PATH EXPOSURE TO TRAPPING DOMAINS
The specified nominal flight-path configuration (i=99°, h=900 km) displays
a significant characteristic of polar orbits in magnetic L- space: they
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traverse the entire terrestrial radiation belt twice during each
revolution, moving back and forth through regions of low L values
(the inner zone: 1.0 < L ^  2.8), regions of high L values (the outer
zone: 2.8 < L < 12), and regions outside the trapping domain (external).
Occasionally, some revolutions will also enter regions of space where
no particle trapping can occur because of atmospheric cut-off con-
ditions; that is, trajectory segments may have a combination of magnetic
B and L values that place them outside the atmospheric cut-off limits
of the models.
These excursions and the "external" visitations afford the satellite an
amount of flux-free time, which may be of substantial duration.
5. GEOGRAPHIC FLUX-MAPPING
A. Range and Altitude
The geographic mapping activity was limited to the h=900 kilometer altitude.
It extended in geodetic latitude (3) from 81°N to 86°S, covering all lon-
gitudes (<?) from 180°W to 180°E. Grid points were generated at increments
of AS = 1° and Af = 3°.
B. Magnetic Parameters and Flux Calculations
The magnetic B-L parameters corresponding to the grid positions were obtained
with the same set of programs as in the trajectory conversion (INVAR, ALLMAG,
BARRACLOUGH), and for the same epoch (1980.0).
Instantaneous integral, omnidirectional electron and proton fluxes at the
grid points were obtained for several energy thresholds (Be > -04, .25, .50,
T.O, 2., 3., 4., 5., 6., MeV; Ep > .04, .50, 1., 5., 15., 30., 50., 100.,
300. MeV).
6. GEOGRAPHIC COMPARISON MAPPING: FLUX RATIOS
A. Range and Altitude
Same as in preceeding section with same density of grid points.
B. Magnetic Parameters and Flux Calculations
Same as in preceeding section. However, ratios of instantaneous integral,
omnidirectional electron and proton fluxes to orbit integrated averages
at the grid points, were obtained for some different energy thresholds
(Ee > .5, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6; Ep > 5, 10, 30, 50, 100, 200, 500).
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7. TRAPPED PARTICLE ENVIRONMENT MODELS
The fluxes in this study were obtained from current NSSDC models: the
solar maximum AE6 for the inner zone electrons5, the new interim model
AEI7 for the outer zone electrons6, and the solar maximum version of
the new APS model7 for energetic trapped protons. It should be noted
that the interim AEI7 does not reflect solar cycle variations in its
present state. However, this model was issued in two versions, the
AEI7-HI and the AEI7-LO, in order to account for differences in the data
sets used in their construction. Both versions were used in this effort.
All models describe an average static environment at a given epoch.
8. GEOMAGNETIC SHIELDING AND SOLAR FLARE PROTONS
Low altitude polar orbits experience a significant amount of geomagnetic
shielding from cosmic rays of solar or galactic origin in the energy range
E > 10 MeV. Therefore, it may be assumed that the IRAS spacecraft will
only intermittently be exposed to the unattenuated interplanetary solar
flare proton intensities of all energies above 10 MeV. To a first approx-
imation, the fluxes may also be considered omnidirectional and isotropic,
probably to within 10-15%.
Usually, geomagnetic shielding effects on geocentric missions are being
evaluated with simple rigidity considerations because of substantial
diurnal variations in the cutoff latitude associated with geomagnetic tail
effects (2-4 degrees) and storm-induced changes ( > 4 degrees). The
simple analysis used here assumed that energetic solar protons of all
energies above 10 MeV have free access to all magnetospheric regions
external to a dipole shell of L=5 earth radii, which is equivalent to a
cut-off latitude of about 63 degrees.
Predictions of solar flare proton fluxes at 1 AU are obtained as a function
of mission duration _r and confidence level Q* on the basis of a probabil-
istic analysis8 using a modified type of Poisson statistics by a computer-
ized model SOLPRO9 that includes the distinction between "ordinary" (OR)
and "anomalously large" (AL) events and the probability of occurrence of
the latter. Both AL- and OR- event fluences are non-linear functions of
Q and T.
* Q denotes the degree of confidence one wishes to assign to the results,
namely that for the specified mission duration the calculated fluences are
the smallest values which will not be exceeded by actually encountered
intensities.
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For these predictions, only high quality comprehensive satellite measure-
ments (not ground observations) are being used, covering almost the
entire 20th solar cycle. There have been indications that descriptions
of the solar flare environment in interplanetary space (at 1 AU), derived
from interpretations and extrapolations of ground based measurements,
have not been very accurate.
It should be noted that the statistics cannot predict when an AL event
will occur; only the probability that one will occur in a given length of
time. And it must be remembered that a single AL event will impart its
total fluence within two to four days.
This implies that for unmanned satellites with mission durations of T >_ 1
year, OR-event fluences are not significant because probabilistic theory
predicts the possible occurrence of at least one AL event, even for the
lowest allowable confidence level (Q=80%).
9. ORBITAL FLUX INTEGRATIONS
Orbital flux integrations were performed with the UNIFLUX10and the SOFIP11
systems. UNIFLUX provided L-band distributions and exposure times with
B-L bin breakdown, while SOFIP provided the dose and shield data.
10. FLUX DATA: TYPE, QUALITY. AND VARIATIONS
The trapped particle flux data available from the models represent omni-
directional, integral intensities that one would expect to obtain as
average values over periods in excess of six months. But over most regions
of magnetospheric space (L £ 2 earth radii), short term excursions can
vary from these values by factors of 102 to 103, depending on the particle
energies and on the type and intensity of the causative event. These
variations do affect the IRAS mission because its trajectory enters regions
of space where L is greater than 2 earth radii. Also, trapped particle
populations experience changes due to: (a) local time (LT) dependence,
and (b) solar cycle dependence. Both are of consequence to IRAS. The
former is significant for spacecraft that sample regions of L > 5 earth
radii, which are visited by IRAS. To compensate for these variations,
the model provides LT-averaged values, which should yield an adequate
approximation for missions of long duration (T >^ 1 year). The latter
has been taken into account by selecting the appropriate (solar max)
models.
Solar cycle variations have opposite effects on each particle species:
Solar Min Solar Max
Electrons T o w h i g h
Protons high low
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The solar cycle changes, as derived from a comparison of the corresponding
models, are functions of energy E: and magnetic parameter L_. For the
inner zone electrons, they may range from a factor of 1 to a factor of 5.
Protons are only affected in the vicinity of the atmospheric cutoff regions.
No changes of consequence have been observed in the heart of the proton
trapping domain. Proton changes have about the same range as those of the
electrons.
Should the IRAS mission duration extend past the maximum phase into the
minimum phase of solar activity, new evaluations would have to be performed.
It is necessary to emphasize that the calculations, although based on the
best data available for the past epochs, can only serve as approximations
for the future.
It also should be noted that a basic uncertainty factor of 2 is attached
to the flux values of the APS model, while the AE6 is characterized by
an average uncertainty factor of 5. No uncertainty factor has yet been
defined for the interim AEI7.
11. WORST AND BEST CASE CALCULATIONS
So as to provide worst and best case estimates, orbital flux integrations
were performed at the three investigated altitude levels for the conditions
and with the models indicated below:
Worst: with all uncertainty factors applied and using AEI7-HI
Best: no uncertainty factors applied and using AEI7-LO
Caution: the data given in special processing and analysis products (as
for example mappings, comparisons, positional flux plots, etc.) are neither
worst nor best case values. For these type of products, routinely no
uncertainty factors are applied and the AEI7-HI is normally used.
12. DOSE AND SHIELDING EVALUATION
Best and worst case doses were calculated from the total orbit integrated,
surface incident, omnidirectional, integral fluences by existing shielding
codes,12as functions of various aluminum shield thicknesses.
A simple procedure was followed, not involving solid angle sectoring or
three-dimensional geometry considerations. Instead, a simple two-dimensional
geometry with a cosine law for the incident spectra was considered.
Bremsstrahlung calculations were performed with the same codes.
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13. RESULTS: PRESENTATION DESCRIPTION
This section describes the form and format in which the results, derived
from the Orbital Flux Integration (OFI) process, are presented for practical
use. Except where otherwise specified, all particle data in this report
relate to integral, omnidirectional fluxes or fluences.
A. Tabular Presentations
The outcome of all calculations is summarized in Tables 1 to 36. The tables
are arranged in six sets, where every set pertains to one specific type of
data. The first two sets have two similar members tor every trajectory
considered in the study: one for trapped protons and one for electrons,
in that order. The last four sets contain only one member for each trajectory.
A more detailed description of the tables is provided elsewhere.
Note: sets I, II, III, and IV are double sets composed of best and worst
case versions.
I. L-band Tabulations: Tables 1-6 (Best), 7-12 (Worst)
Tabulation of total orbit-integrated fTuence distribuitons by L-bands for
selected energy thresholds, in units of particles per square centimeter,
normalized to 5 MeV and .5 MeV for protons and electrons, respectively.
The tables contain 36 L-bands of equal size covering the range from L=1.0
to L > 8.0 earth radii in constant increments of .2 earth radii.
II. Spectral Profiles: Tables 13-15 (Best),16-18 (Worst)
Tabulation of average orbit-integrated spectral distributions. Composite
spectra are given in units of: fluxes per square centimeter per second,
fluxes per square centimeter per day, and total fluences per specified
mission duration (1 year). For the electrons, the latter are also given
in terms of inner and outer zone contributions. Functionally derived
differential fluxes are listed in the last columns for both species of
particles.
Total orbit-integrated spectra in percent, for energy intervals AE cor-
responding to the energy levels of the L-band tables, are also given
in terms of average instantaneous and daily intensities.
An exposure index (for the normalization energies used in the L-band
tables) is listed for nine successive intensity ranges varying by one
order of magnitude, in terms of processed exposure duration (in hours)
and total number of particles accumulated while in that intensity range
for the indicated number of hours.
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III. Peaks and Totals Per Orbit: Tables 19-21 (Best), 22-24 (Worst)
These tables contain the absolute instantaneous peak fluxes and the total
fluences accumulated during each successive revolution, as obtained from
the nominal trajectories for the investigated flight duration (24 hours
of mission time).
Specifically, there are nine columns on these tables. Column 1 is an
orbit counting device, based on:
a) the orbit period when the trajectory is circular and lies in
the equatorial plane;
b) the physical perigee in all elliptical flight-path cases; and,
c) the equatorial crossing for circular inclined trajectories.
Column 2 gives the peak flux. Columns 3, 4, and 5 indicate the spacecraft
position in geocentric coordinates at which the predicted peak flux was
encountered. Columns 6, 7, and 8 determine respectively the relative
orbit time and the magnetic B-L coordinates for this event. For the
purpose of orbital radiation studies, all simulated trajectories start at
t0=hours. Finally, the last column indicates the total predicted flux
to be encountered during that particular orbit. It is advisable to dis-
regard the last line on this table because many times that orbit (#15) is
incomplete and the fluxes or positions shown do not correspond to true peaks.
IV. Time-Accounting and Exposure-Analysis: Tables 25-27
The "EXPOSURE-ANALYSIS" summary indicates what percent of its total lifetime
T the satellite spends in "flux-free" regions of space, what percent of its
total lifetime it spends in high intensity proton and electron domains, and
while so exposed, what percent of its total flux it accumulates.
In the context of this study, the term "flux-free" applies to all regions
of space where trapped particle fluxes are less than one proton or electron
per square centimeter per second, having energies E > 5 MeV, and E > .5 MeV,
respectively. By definition, this includes all regions external to the Van
Allen radiation belts.
The concept of "trapped particle fluxes" is meant to include stably trapped,
pseudo trapped, and transient fluxes, as long as they are part of or con-
tained in the environment models used and, in the case of transients or
pseudos, their sources are considered powerful enough to supply them contin-
uously in substantial numbers.
Similarly, as "high intensity" are defined those regions of space where
the instantaneous, integral, omnidirectional, trapped-particle flux is greater
than 10 protons with energeis E > 5. MeV, and greater than 10s electrons
with energies E > 5. MeV.
The values given in these tables are statistical averages, obtained over
extended intervals of mission time. However, they may vary significantly
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from one orbit to the next, when individual revolutions are considered.
The "TIME-ACCOUNT" breakdown shows what percent of its total time the
satellite spends in the "inner zone" (1.0 j< L < 2.8) and in the "outer
zone" (2.8 <_ L < 11.0) electron trapping domains, and also the percent
of time spent in regions external to the latter (L > 11.0).
It should be noted that the confinement of the outer zone within the
boundary of the L=11.0 earth radii volume is arbitrary and has no
physical meaning. It is intended only as a simplification to facilitate
the calculations. The region considered "external" in this study
(L > 11.0) is still partially a domain of the outer zone, at least as
far out as L=12.0 earth radii, according to the current environment
models.
A last item on this table: the inner zone time is further subdivided
into two parts: the percentage of time spend outside (L < 1.1) and
inside (1.1 _< L < 2.8) the trapping domain.
V. Solar Proton Fluences and Exposure Factor: Tables 28-30
For the specified mission duration T (printed in the sub-title), and
dipole cut-off shell (L=5 earth radii, shown in the header), this table
lists the solar proton fluence-spectra (in units of particles per square
centimeter) at five discrete confidence levels Q (given at the top of
each column).
The exposure factors (in percent of total mission duration) obtained from
the geomagnetic shielding analysis are also listed for four dipole cut-
off shell values (in earth radii).
VI. Total Dose and Components: Tables 31-33 (Best), 34-36 (Worst)
These tables list doses in units of rads^-i as a function of aluminum shield
thickness, given in three ways: range _z in grams per square centimeter,
depth t^ in millimeters, and depth _t in mils.
Electron, bremsstrahlung, and proton contributions to the overall sum-
total dose are given separately. Electron and proton doses are further
broken down into their respective constituents; namely, inner zone and
outer zone for the former, trapped and solar flare for the latter.
The specific mission duration for which the doses have been calculated
is indicated in the table headline.
Caution: the AL-event solar flare protons are not contributed gradually
over the investigated mission duration ( T = 1 year) but are imparted
in toto in a relatively short burst, that is, within approximately 2-4
days per AL event.
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B. Graphical Presentation
Some of the tabulated data are also plotted in Figures 1 to 36, and 43
to 60 with additional Figures 37 to 42 containing plots of flight path
data. As with the tables, the computer plots are arranged in six sets,
where again each set pertains to one specific type of data. The first
three sets have two similar members for each trajectory investigated:
one for each particle species. The last three sets contain only one
member for every trajectory. However, late in the study, the original
single members of the dose-plot set (#VI) were replaced with three graphs
each (for respective depth ranges) in order to provide greater resolution
at thin shields. The plots are also described and explained in reference
7.
Note: Sets I, II, III, and IV are double sets composed of best and
worst case versions.
Finally, Figures 61 to 67 are special graphs relating to flux-free time,
to times for which positional fluxes are greater than average fluxes, to
trajectory flux profiles through the SAA, and to trajectory dose profiles
through the SAA.
I. Time and Flux Histograms: Figures 1-6 (Best), 7-12 (Worst)
These plots show two curves superimposed on the same graph, namely one
each for the variables "time" and "flux". Both are given on a semi-log
scale as functions of the parameter L (earth radii), within the range
1 <_ L <_ 10, and for constant L-bands of .1 earth radius width. The
plots depict:
a) by a plain curve, the characteristic trajectory intensities as
obtained from the orbital integration process in terms of averaged
integral part.cle fluxes above a given energy.
b) by a contour marked with symbols, the percent total lifetime (%T)
spent in each L interval.
The logarithmic ordinate relates to the time-flux variables. The printed
numbers are powers of 10 and pertain to the fluxes; the scale values
for the time curves are given in the upper part of the ordinate label:
from 10~3 to 102 percent of T, the type of particles, their integral
energy, and the units, are all given in the lower part of the label. The
label on the top of the graph identifies the trajectory.
II. Spectral Profiles: Figures 13-18 (Best), 19-24 (Worst)
A graphical presentation of the final composite spectral distribution,
obtained from the orbital integration process. The plots are semi-log
graphs, where the abscissa is a linear energy scale for integral particle
energies E, in MeV, and the ordinate is a logarithmic scale for the
fluxes, given in daily averages for energies greater than E; the printed
scale values are powers of 10.
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III. Peaks Per Orbit: Figures 25-30 (Best), 31-36 (Worst)
Here the absolute peak intensities, encountered per period (1 period
= 1 revolution = 1 orbit), are plotted for the duration of the flight-
time processed in the analysis. The logarithmic ordinate, with scale
values in powers of 10, relates to instantaneous particle fluxes of
the environment at the indicated energy thresholds, while the abscissa
is a linear orbit enumeration.
IV. Trajectory World Map Projections: Figures 37-39
These graphs depict the surface trace of the geocentrically projected sub-
satellite positions. The trajectories are plotted for several revolutions
on a global map produced by a Miller Cylindrical Projection method. The
contours of the continents have been omitted for clarity. The positions
of equatorial crossing, of physical perigee, or of period commencement
are indicated by numbers identifying the orbits shown in the graphs.
For all trajectories, the distance between successive sequential numbers
is a measure of the orbit precession.
V. Flight Path Tracing in B-L Space: Figures 40-42
Plots showing trajectory traces in B-L space on a semi-log scale. Several
orbits are depicted, each identified by its sequential number. The mag-
netic equator is entered on all plots. The logarithmic ordinate relates
to the field strength B in gauss; the printed values are exponents of 10.
L is given in earth radii on the linear abscissa.
VI. Dose-Depth Curves: Figures 43-51 (Best), 52-60 (Worst)
Plots of final depth-dose values for the indicated mission duration.
Normally, these plots show composite curves for bremsstrahlung, combined
electrons (inner and outer zone), combined protons (trapped and solar
flare), and sumtotal of all contributions. In the present case, the
respective contours consist of inner and outer zone electrons separately
and of trapped and solar flare protons, separately, of composite brems-
strahlung, and the sum-total.
For ease of use and in order to provide a greater resolution at the more
sensitive range of depths, namely the thinner shields, three plots have
been generated per processed altitude level (h=600, 900, 1200 km), for
shield-ranges and subdivisions increasing by one order of magnitude.
The logarithmic ordinate, with scale values in powers of 10, relates to
aluminum dose in units of rads. The linear abscissa is the shield thick-
ness, given in three different units: range z_ in grams per square centimeter,
depth ^t in millimeters, depth ;t in mils,
VII. Flux-Free Time and Electron Trapping Zone Exposure: Figure 61
Graph indicating the "Total Flux-Free Time in Percent of Mission Duration"
for electrons and protons, and the "Percent of Mission Duration in Electron
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Trapping Zones", both as a function of altitude.
VIII. Duration of Exposure-Severity: Figures 62-63
These graphs show, separately for electrons and protons, in percent of
total mission duration vs energy, the intervals of time for which the
positional instantaneous fluxes were greater than the orbit-integrated
average instantaneous fluxes, by a factor of m. Curves for several
values of integer multiples of m are plotted.
IX. Positional Flux Plot: Figures 64-65
Plots of positional instantaneous electron and proton fluxes versus time,
for the most severe satellite pass through the SAA. Curves are given for
several electron and proton threshold energies. The logarithmic ordinate
relates to fluxes in units of particles per square centimeter per second
while the linear abscissa indicates relative time in minutes.
The electron display was extended beyond the actual SAA pass, so as to
provide coverage over one complete revolution ( ^  103 min), in order to
show the high latitude protrusions of the environment, the so-called "horns"
The salient features are identified as to source, and approximate polar
and equatorial regions are so labeled.
X. Positional Dose Plot: Figure 66
An arrangement similar to that of IX above, only here the curves relate to
total dose (composite of all electron, trapped proton, and bremsstrahlung
contributions), in units of rads-aluminum, given for different shield
thicknesses of z, in grams per square centimeter
C. Geographic Mapping
Maps of instantaneous, positional, integral fluxes, or of positional to
average flux ratios, are tables containing 168 latitude rows, covering
the entire planned latitude range (81° N j> fl _> 86° S) in increments of
A # = l ° , and 15 longitude columns, corresponding to a longitude-range-per-
table of 45° in increments of A<j> = 3°. Full azimuthal coverage is thereby
achieved with eight two-page tables, comprising one set.
For each selected energy threshold of each particle species (nine electrons
and nine protons for Spatial Flux Maps, seven electrons and seven protons
for Global Comparison Maps) one such set of eight tables was generated at
the 900 km altitude level. Thus, a total of 32 two-page sets of mapping
tables was produced.
Every set initially contained its eight member-tables. However, for
reasons of bulk reduction and printing economy, empty members were deleted
from this report.
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I. Spatial Flux Maps: Tables M1-M123
The data in these tables represent instantaneous, integral, omnidirectional,
trapped particle fluxes, as yielded by the respective environment models
for the indicated positions, in units of particles per square centimeter
per second. The number "one" (1) was used to denote positions where no
fluxes are predicted.
II. Global Comparison Maps: M124-M213
For the particular energies indicated, these tables outline the regions of
space at the 900 kilometer altitude level, where the positional instantan-
eous fluxes are greater than the orbit integrated (or total) average
instantaneous fluxes. It should be remembered that for the electrons the
"total" averages are composite values, containing contributions from the
inner and the outer zone visitations. It is not practical to compute
"partial" averages, separately for the inner and the outer zones, neither
would a comparison by zones be meaningful.
The dimensionless, truncated, integer part £ of the ratios:
= n.xxx
is printed in the tables according to the formula:
n <_ Fj/FA< n + 1
where Fj is the positional instantaneous flux and F/\ is the average instan-
taneous flux, both in units of particles per square centimeter per second.
The symbol "0" (zero) serves a dual purpose.in this mapping: it is used
for places where no instantaneous fluxes occur, as well as for fractional
ratios of value less than one.
14. RESULTS: ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION
In this section, some of the presented tabular or graphical study-results
are discussed, with occasional comments as to their use, limits, and
applications.
A. Spectral Profiles
Characteristic features of the near earth radiation environment are strong
altitude and inclination dependencies. Here the presented external (sur-
face incident) average daily intensities display only the former, which
in the investigated altitude regime are most pronounced for the protons.
However, as only one inclination was considered in this study, the data
do not reflect the important effect of the latter. It should be noted
that at high inclination values (30° < i < 90°) small changes in either
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direction up or down, will not produce significant changes in flux
levels and spectral distributions. The greatest inclination dependent
variations occur in the range 0° £ i £ 30°.
I. Protons: The protons exhibit relatively hard, almost uniform
spectra. Average orbit- integrated intensities rise significantly with
altitude. Over the energy range from E > 30 MeV to E > 500 MeV, the
particle distribtuion per altitude for the "best" case prediction could
well be expressed in an exponential form:
F = Fo exp (l)
Eo
where F is the integral flux. in units of particles per square centimeter
per day, and E is the energy in MeV. Fo and Eo (in the same units as
F and E) are given below for the three altitudes:
Altitude fo Eo
600 2.585 x 106 99.21
900 1.224 x 107 105.88
1200 3.509 x 107 105.61
This representation is clearly favored by the data: it holds over the
indicated energy range with a maximum deviation of less than 5%. The
evaluation was performed for the best-case values. In order to obtain
the worst-case counter parts, just multiply Fo by a factor of x2.
II. Electrons: The electrons show complex variable spectra.
Average, orbit-integrated, composite (inner zone and outer zone) intensi-
ties rise non-uniformly with altitude, particularly at energies above
3.75 MeV with differences reaching up to several orders of magnitude at
E > 6 MeV. Spectra extend to higher energies as height increases.
These composite electron distributions cannot be represented by either
exponential or power law forms. The inner zone spectra fall rapidly off
to zero flux in the energy range from 4 to 5 MeV and they are therefore
more benign then their harder outer-zone counterparts, which extend to
energies of about 7 MeV.
B. Peaks Per Orbit
The absolute peaks per revolution have been obtained for standard processing
energies: E > 5. MeV for protons and E > .5 MeV for electrons. Other
energy selections produce different peak curves in an inverse relationship:
lower energies yield higher and more expanded contours, and vice versa.
Peak contours of inclined circular trajectories display amplitude varia-
tions and/or discontinuities (flux- free time) that follow periodic patterns
based on the daily cycle of revolutions. For fixed energies, amplitudes
and discontinuities are function of: (a) inclination j_, and (b) altitude h_.
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Variations in either i or h may produce significant changes in the amp-
litude of the peak curves and in the duration of the discontinuities:
up to several orders of magnitude for the former, and completely elimi-
nating the latter.
For the investigated trajectories at the given, fixed, inclination (i=99°),
the following observations can be made for the "best-case" data:
a) protons: the about three (3) flux-free orbits per day, afforded
the 600 kilometer altitude level, completely disappear at 900 km
and above. The maxima of the peak contours rise gradually by
about one order of magnitude from 600 to 1200 km. The minima
(or troughs) rise rapidly over the same altitude range, by about
three orders of magnitude. The two extrema are always several
orders of magnitude apart;
b) electrons: for these particles, the peak contours display only
small and gradual changes: a slight rise in all contour features
per altitude level. In antithesis to the proton peaks, the elec-
tron extrema lie close together: they are at most a factor of
5 apart. Also, the electron peaks start in the fifth order of
magnitude range, even for the lowest altitude of 600 km.
Peak contours for the "worst-case" data are very similar in patterns and
shape for both species of particles, except for the 1200 km electrons.
These latter appear substantially different because of the greater con-
tributions from the outer zone model AEI7-HI and/or the lesser in extent
but higher in intensity contributions from the inner zone model AE6,
whose data has been multiplied by an average uncertainty factor of 5.
C. Flux-Free Time
Some comments on this topic have been provided in the previous section and
in section 13/IV. Here a more detailed discussion will be given.
flux-jree time (FFT) intervals are an important feature of certain orbital
configurations. They may occur over short orbit segments (partial FFT
per period) or over the entire length of a revolution (total FFT per period).
In terms of geomagnetic geometry, the FFT's establish the duration for which
the trajectory lies outside the trapping domain of the corresponding par-
ticle species, evaluated at the given energies. Or conversely, they are
a measure of the degree to which the trajectory is exposed to the charged
particle trapping domains.
As indicated in the preceeding section (14/B), one manifestation of extended
FFT occurrence is the sharp drop-off of the proton peak contours (Figures
25, 31) to the zero-flux levels. In the case of that particular trajec-
tory, this happens for several orbits in the investigated study-duration
of 24 hours. That is, for the entire length of the respective revolutions,
no Van Allen belt radiation at all is to be encountered by the satellite,
according to model predictions.
The number of consecutive flux-free orbits of circular trajectories is
primarily a function of altitude and inclination and to a lesser degree
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a function of particle energy. Of the investigated IRAS flight paths,
and for the selected energies (electrons: E >.5 MeV, protons: E > 5.
MeV), only the 600 kilometer altitude level yields about 3 completely
flux-free revolutions per day, and for protons only. The total FFT,
however, which includes contributions from partially exposed revolutions
(see "Exposure Analysis," Tables #25, 26, and 27; also Figure 61) in
percent of total mission duration can be summarized as follows:
Altitude Protons Electrons




Higher energies will .yield longer FFT's because the more energetic
particles occupy a smaller volume of space. As to "worst" and "best"
cases, there is no substantial difference in the corresponding FFT.
D. Dose and Shielding
The calculated doses display features characteristic of the near earth
radiation environment: at medium-to-high shield thicknesses, small
contributions from relatively benign and low intensity electron spectra
combined with major contributions from comparatively hard and intense
proton spectra; at thin shield thicknesses the electrons predominate.
The proton doses prevail for all shield thicknesses greater than about
100-150 mils of aluminum; this is in the range of about 2 to 3 times the
average satellite skin thicknesses (most common range: about 30-70 mils).
Significant is the fact that the proton dose is only a weak function of
shield thickness, as it shows very little attenuation over the evaluated
depth range. Thus, in order to get an appreciable reduction in the dose,
say by one order of magnitude, a 20-fold increase in shield thickness
over an average satellite skin is necessary. The same is true for the
bremsstrahlung dose. However, in comparison to the proton contributions,
the bremsstrahlung dose is so small (about 1-2 orders of magnitude lower)
that it may be disregarded.
I. Decay and Degradation
The total annual doses obtained for each of the three investigated tra-
jectories are comfortably low. In .terms of electronics decay or materials
degradation, the doses to be experienced at the 900 km altitude level
inside the satellite, that is, behind a skin of about 4.5 mils of equiv-
alent aluminum, are not severe even for the most sensitive components or
equipment: about 5000 rads per year for the "best"-case evaluation and
about 8000 rads per year for the "worst",
-16-
II. Contamination and Interference
The above statements do not imply that the direct or indirect effects of
the radiation environment may not be a nuisance in terms of instrument
interference or measurement contamination. If such is the case, some
remedies may be available. In this context see also reference 10 (IUE
study report).
III. Possible Improvements
In the event that the magnitude of total dose or degree of radiation
penetration behind the skin of the satellite is of importance to the IRAS
mission, four possibilities exist to reduce the radiation effects on
instrument and components:
a) build or design an instrument less sensitive to radiation and
construct the on-board and/or on-ground data processing software
to remove or suppress radiation-induced noise
b) change the orbit by any combination of the elements eccentricity,
altitude, and inclination so as to achieve a more benign environment
c) change the mission epoch: solar max for reduced proton intensities,
solar min for reduced electron intensities
d) provide increased shielding either by geometry or by weight or
by a combination of both;
by geometry: perform a 3-D analysis (solid angle sectoring) and
rearrange other equipment on board the satellite in order to provide
maximum protection to sensitive part over greatest possible fraction of
sol id angle.
by weight: place additional shields around sensitive part as needed.
Clearly, options (a), (b), and (d) are viable for IRAS.
E. Instantaneous Exposure Severity
The evaluation of the nominal IRAS flight-path (h=900 km) is given in
Figures 62 and 63, for protons and electrons respectively. The graphs
are self explanatory. Of interest may be the fact that the instantaneous
electron exposures exceed the orbit-integrated average values for much
longer relative durations than is the case with the protons.
F. Spatially Mapped Fluxes
The listed instantaneous positional intensities are in units of particles
per square centimeter per second. The data are printed unaltered, as they
are obtained from the models.
An inspection of these tables reveals an unusual feature which is most
pronounced at the lower altitudes and for the more energetic particles;
namely, regions of higher intensities that appear to the north of the
South Atlantic Anomaly. At 900 kilometers these secondary electron peaks
are less pronounced and are merged with the main body of the data, that
-17-
is, they are connected as is the case with the proton maps. These peak
regions seem to be promontories or protrusions and resemble high
energy "streamers". Whether they are artifices of the modelling process
or whether they represent real "physical" features of the environment
has not been determined. An interesting feature of the low energy proton
maps (E > .04, .5, > 1 MeV) are the well known from the electrons high
latitude "horns". These appear to follow the same pattern as for the
electrons, indicating a kind of "outer zone" structure for these particles.
G. Positional Fluxes Through SAA
Protons: if low energy fluxes had been plotted, the corresponding
high latitude "horns", discussed in the previous section (14/F), would
have appeared on Figure 64.
Electrons: in Figure 66 note absence of the E > 5 MeV contour in
the SAA: data derives from the inner zone, which does not contain particles
in the energy range 5-7 MeV. In contrast, these energetic electrons are
abundantly present in the outer zone, whose contribution is shown in the
"horns".
• H. Positional Doses Through SAA
The high dose values in the SAA for the thick shields (z=5gm/cm2) are pri-
marily due to the substantial trapped proton contributions. The doses
at the thinner shields, in the SAA and the "horns", are mostly due to electrons.
I. Related Projects
Some of the radiation induced concerns and problems pertaining to the IRAS
mission, are also shared by other projects, not unlike the IRAS in many
respects of experiment hardware (with many similar operational require-
ments and instrument sensitivities), as for example:
the International IJltraviolet Explorer (IUE),
the Space J_elescope (ST),
the IHigh Diergy Astronomy Observatory (HEAD), and
the ^olar flaximum Nlission (SMM).
They all have related concerns about instrument performance (interference
from radiation environment: contamination from primary and secondary
radiation effects) and they have parallel equipment hardware considerations.
It should be noted, that IUE has a singularly different trajectory. Its
orbit is eccentric (perigee ^  25000 km, apogee ^  46000 km), inclined(i = 29°),
and synchronous (period = 24 hours).
For all of the above listed projects, radiation studies have either been
performed already or are now in progress. Specifically:
-18-
I. IDE: Study concluded, report issued.13 Evaluation included
(a) analysis of the space radiation environment and its effects on instru-
ments and cameras, (b) determination of radiation-induced background
current in the spectrograph cameras,1" (c) performance of irradiated
optical and electronic components used in astronomical satellites,15 and
(d) semiconductor device degradation.16 Also considered were experimentally
established data for ultraviolet transmittance of optical materials. 1M» 15> 17
II. ST: Study concluded, report published. 18
III. HEAP: Initial study performed, report issued.19 Evaluation
included orbital flux integrations and geographic flux mapping only. Part
of the data (trapped protons) obsolete. Work in progress on comprehensive,
updated analysis.
IV. SMM: Study in progress, report to be issued in early 1979.
-19-
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.6* *5.6-5.8*
02 7.01E 01

















««>»••»•)»•••••»•»•••••••••«•»•••»••• 4*«« »*•«**********«*« >*»«»«•»»•»»»«.
** ORBITAL FLUX STUDY »ITH COMPOSITE PARTICLE ENVIRONMENTS: VETTES AP6 ; AE6. AEI7 FOR SOLAR MAXIMUM *** UNI FLUX Of 1979 **
»« UNCERTAINTY FACTORS (UF) APPLIED FOR 1HI 5 RUN ARE: FOR PROTCNS (AP8) - UF= 2.0! FOR INNER ZONE ELECTRONS (AE6> - UP» 3.0 **
•» MIMETIC COORDINATES B ANO L CUMfUTbU BY IhVAHA Uh m/2 WTTTTTiaiMTOY-HUOEL—5;" BARRACLOUGH ET. AL. 168-TERM 1975 "»-TT1«"-I»8asT)-**"
** VEHICLE : IRAS 600 KM ** INCLINATION** 6ODBC ** PEHIGEE = SOOKM ** APOGEE= 600KM ** B/L ORBIT TAPE: TOS362 •* PSRIOO- 1.611 ••
»««»««««*»«««»»«*»*«««»««»**«»*«*«««*»«>»«»•«»«««»»»»»»•*•
**•»<***««««««<*«<«<«***•****** ELECTRONS HI •*»********•»•»•••**•***•*»•»***




































































































































































1 .0 DF 00
4.79E-01










- I~M g~A R T H
* 2. 4-2 .6* * 2.6-2.6*
5.19C 01 1.23E 01
2.4OF-02 6.36R- 02
































3.31C 06 1.S5E 06
• 4.8-S.O* * 5. 0-5.2*
3.67E 00 3.80E 00
-1 »00^ 00 1 'OOC 00
4.41E-01 4.07E-01
Z.28E-02 l.'2E-03
8.9 SC-O 3 6 . S6C- 03
2.07E-O4 1.S4E-04
I N E A R T H
• 7.2-7.4* »7.4-7.«»
1.29E 01 1.69E 01
l.OOE 00 l.OOE 00





R A D I I 1 L - 8 A N D S







































































**************************************************** t ***************************************************************************** «»** ORBITAL HLUX iTUJY * I TH COMPCSITE PAKTICLci EM VI ROMMENTb : VETTES AP8 I AE6. AEl7~
** UNCERTAINTY HACTLMo ( UF 1 APPLIED HUK THIS 3 -JN A * E : r U £ PROTONS (AP8) - UF = 2.
** VEHICLt IKAS> *00 KM «» INCLINATION^
FOR SOLAR
o : FOR ITtAnnAri.nnr
»«,L)EG ** PERI&EE= 9COKM ** APOGEE= 900KM ** B/
**nv*lvt t ft- 1 ******** *********** FROTCNS















































































1 . l^C 00 1 .62 E 00













































3.5»E 00 9.18E 00





9.32i 06 4.87E 06
*4.2-t.4* *4.4-4.6*
y.21i 05 2.98E OS
















MAXIMUM ** UNJFLUX DF 1W w .
Bff. if^ 6iLfSJ,R???5.'.AEtiJLi^ - 9f.V« **L ORBIT TAPE: TOS376 ** PER1OO= 1.716 •*






























































































































































** UNCERTAINTY FACTORS < UH ) APPLIED FOrt THIS »UN A « £ : =33 PRCTONS <AP8) - UF= 2.
** MAGNETIC COORDINATES B AND L COMPUTED bY 1MVAR4 3F 1 S 72 « I TH ALLMAG . MODEL 2:
O; FOR INNER ZONE ELECTRONS <
BARRACLOUCH ET. AL. 168-TERM 1975
******************************* ELECTRONS HI ********************************
AE6) - UF= 5.0 **
« TIM£= 1980.0 **
-*• PCRIOO- lr-716--**- -
********************

















































































A G N E T




6 . 1 3E - 02




A G N E T
4.64E 00




9 . 0 OE - 03
7.08t-04
* G N E T
=; - y .IF no







































7 -i (57n OS








H E L L
s.wia= oo







P A R A M







1 • f frfL 09








































































































R A 3 I
2.34E 01













































1 . 4 BE OB










*• ORBITAL FLUX STUOY »ITH COMPOSITE PARTICLK ENVIRONMENTS: VETTES AP8 ; AE6. AEI7 FOR*SOLAR MAXIMUM *** UNIFLUX OF 1979 **
-••-UNCtRTAIWV F*eTOR-j-<UF+^PPLMB" FaR -IHl-S-ObN-AftE-t FOR PROTCNS- « A P8 » - UF» -2.01,-- •«y*;<SM*Sw-iON*-«fc8CTBON6-4*B6»--^U*« fiST".^ !*1
«• MAGNETIC COORDINATES 8 AND L COMPUTED BY INVARA OF 1972 «ITH ALLMAG. MODEL 5: BARRACLOUCH ET. AL. 168-TERM 1975 * TIKE- 1980.0 **'
** VKI-ICLE ! IRAS 1200 KM *« INCLINATION- 80DEG »• PERIGEE* 1200KM •* APOGEE= 1290KM *• B/L ORBIT TAPE! TO5403 «« P»RIOP- 1.824 <«
"^ "*y»*^ -*~«-*-«>-*>«>TT*'re"«y*'»y»T»^»»T»^y»»T*T»^T<»»»«»««i^ ir»»»»^
* * * * « * * * 4 * 4 4 4 4 4 4 « 4 4 4 4 4*«»««.»*»* PBCTONS ********************************


















































































A G N E T
*i.4-i.e*
1.23£ Oil


























































•* * uo t^o 3





















P A R A M E T E R I N E A R T H
•2.0-2.2* *2.2-2.4» • 2.4-2 .6* «2. 6- 2.8*
B.81B 09 3.29E Ol 1,51E 02 6.30E O2
3.19E 0~0 4.6SE 00 7.74E 00 1.25E Oj
l.OOE. 00 l.OOE OO 1 .OOC OO l.OOE 00
2 .4 4 £-01 1.72E-01 1.30E-01 8.17E-02
1.90E-03 2.08Ei-(J4 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
8.26E 06 6.72E 06 1.25E 06 4.96E OS
*4.4-4.6* *4.6-4.3* * 4. 8- 5.0* *S.O-S.2*
6.99E 95 1.95E 96 1.02E 06 1.93E 06
O.O O.O O.O O.O
0.9 0.0 0.0 0.0
o.o o.o o.o o.o
0.0 O.O O.O O.O
O.O O.O O.O O.O
0.3 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.9 0.0 0.0 0.0
•6.8-7.0* *7.0-7.2* »7.2-7.4» •7.4-7.6*
5.60E 02 3.83E Ol 0.0 O.O
a. a a. a a. a a. a
O.o 0.0 0.0 o.o
0.9 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 O.O O.O O.O
O.D 0.0 0.0 0.0
O.O 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0


























































































************************************************************************************************************************************* ORBITAL FLUX STUDY »ITH COMPOSITE PARTICLE ENVIRONMENTS: VETTES APS; AE6i AEI7 FOR S3 LAP MAXIMU4 **  UNI FLUX OF 19T9 ' **
^»"UNCERTATNTV~~FACTOT»5~T'UFT"*PPLT£D FOR' THT^-RUN' ARE I TOR-PROTONS"IAP8 J~--UF"-2;0;—TOR -TMNER"TtONe"EUECTWOflS"T*B«»-=-OF«-SyO **~
** MAGNETIC COOROINATiS B AND L COMPuTcU By I fcvARA OF 1972 KITH ALL MAC. MODEL 5: BARRACLOUGH ET. AL. 168-TERM1975 * TIME- 1980.0 **
»« Mcmn s • la** unn HM »» I NCLINATIp»y= flOCllSG »» PERIGhF= J2QOKH .** _APafi£E= 12BOKM *» B/L ORBIT TAPE! TPS4O3 »* P»BIpO«» 1.B24 »*
*********»*************»******4***********44*»»*»•»«»»»**«•********«*»»««***•**«•*»««*«»*•««»***«***»*»»»»«•«**•••»**»***••»««•»*»»•
*»4*<*»»**4«44«44<«44********* ELECTRONS HI ********************************
»*—SP5C-TRAL DI STRIBCTJON-i-NOBMALI ZEO «r FLJX OF *NEBST GREATER-T-HtM—»OO<MM£-V~ ** -
****4*»***44444**4'*4**»***4'***»*************************************************
ENEHCV
I gu .SI C




P A R A M E T E R I N E A R T H RAD I I )
»2.ft-3.O» *















1 . SO O
2.000




















1 - K4I-- 0 1
o.o 1.52L-0:
0.0 0.0
i.07E 07 9.19E 09















3*O 9ii~ O 4













































































7.48E OS 2.12E t>8 8.41E 07









H E L L
•6.6-6.8*
F A S A M E T t R
*4.4-4.6* *4.6-4.8*






2.75E 08 2.77E 08
P A R A M E ft R'
•6.8-7.0* •7.0-7.2»




























A R T H
• 5.O-B.2*






















2. 20 E- 02
4.12k- OJ
























































































** JRB1IAL FLUX ETLDY »ITH C C W O S I T E F*«JTICLF ENVJFO WEMS :. VtT.T^S >P6 i Aw6.-AE.I7 F.OR SOLAR .JM ft IM1.M. r* •..*,- —-UNI FLUX. OF . .197.9 tj
"«• U^C- ' aTA lNTV F A C T O R S (UF» *FDL""r> FC^ TnJS RUN ARF : FCK OPOTCNS (AP8I - Up= 1.01 FDR I*N=R 2CSE bLbClFCNS (AE6> - UF* 1.0 *»
.* M4GN*Tl£ CTrtRninATu* f. AN"* L CC»FUl?r: er I I ^ V J P A c> 1S72 W I T H S.LLM AG.^MOU^U b: ^ ^ BARRACLOUCH^ ET. ja.el6e-TERM,l975 * TIME" 1980.0 **
t* 1 4
£'*C:R«Y AVER AC ED AVEOSED SFCCTRU*
RANGES T3TAI. FLI.X TOTAL FLL'X
. 100U-t.O JJ 3.014K C3 2.6CE~ 08 59. r j77
2.000-b.OOO 3.2?C* Cl 2.3:i.: Ot 0.6*7
S»***>*>- «*•««<» 1.O43E- Cl 9. 00 V- Ob 0.2O<>
8.OOO-10.00 4. 1 72C- 00 3. fcC JT 05 0.082
10-00-tS.OJ 1 . 1 Clt Cl 9 *51^= ab 0,2 1 fl
23.00-t.OoOC 8c3«4f 00 7.22C7 05 O.ieS
50.00-100.0 1.145C Cl <?.fl-,«.- 05 0.226
100.0-bOO.O 1.914F 01 I*b6<-' 06 0.358
t /CM**2/SEC ('MCL.(>«I PARTICLFS
ZZf -O FLUX 1 1 ./b7 C. 0
le^-0-l.-l C o 2 0 y 4-,343f 03
l.ri-l.SE C.567 1.017? 05
1 ,i2-l .Z J t .TOO ». 041 t 0£
lt^4-lt?5 oto~" ct C
1 .L5- 1 .Ib U.O C. 0
1 «r.0-l .u 7 0*C Ce 0
1 .C.7-J V"R U.O C. 0
TOTAL r:.56T 5,512^ OC
>*,****?;%*«*****.*•***•*******- --- •
E*«CCY 4 V E R A G E C AVtHAGED A V E R 4 G E C *VCR*GFC























-015.060C 03 4.372i: Ofl 1.596^ 11 2.574t 0
-013o947i O: 5»410). Od 10:45^ 11 :o49Bl. C
».3VO.I 02 J.79JL 07 1.284E 0 t. 55F.
1 .6«7r: C2 1.4ft6i 07 5a252F. 9 U OSt-
' *7.86OC't)t^ 8 .35 1C OC ' 3.C4CC 9 8i 93C-
S . 0 73'J 01 6.9 71>r: 06 2 . 54 6c S 1 . 1 4t-i
. _ _ 7 . 0 M Z 01. 0,U2i.yt... «o.«3ie_C9.. _lo 37&T.
5.893E 01 b. O'Ji^ 06 1. C59F C9 4. 93L-
— a.>47« Q4- 4»«ja^«-x><» — i-»***^  — CA- a* tjjt-
3 .0291 0 1 3.30Ui Ot> 1.1072 C9 4.708E-
3.44-rfC 01 2.9UOC Cb 1.C8BE C9 ^.3SOF.-
3.287J 01 2.e*ub 06 1.037F C9 2.210E-
2.952" 01 e.Sdbr: d «.437c C8 3.301£-
•2.7C7E Ol 2.3 JVK 6 C. S3 ftp CH S.771E-
1.6471 01 l.ti-ioc b 5.82SI tB 1.91bfc-
... lcCS'>L..01,. „ »*r 4W3E; . 5 ...2..4«(OE C fl_ _..! • 1 OjCE^,
t>.691~ 00 b.781^ 05 i.llOS (6 f.<02F-




.100U-.5UOJ 2.213L CS 1 . 5 1 T. 10 1C. 765
kANGtS CLF.ATI 3N ACCUMULATED
• /CM»*2/SEC * HUUHS 1 P««T ICLfS
l.il-l."2 C.f.67 1.275.- 05
J. t2-J .^5 C.HOO 1.235e Ofr
l»_J-loS4 1.3^3 1)VO.' 07
l.i.4-l.^« 2.£fc7 «.9->c.- 36
l.i-t-l.re 2.100 1.24iS C9
1 *tt>-l .5 r O.C C> 0
1 .c7-UVi:R 0.0 (.0
«w«fo ««.«„












> 4 V O t O; lo28Uc 08 *, 7CCF 1C 1.I51E 09
. 11 oe JU 9*660t . 0 7 3 .5 2t£_. 1 0 I^J ?QE_,Oa
• 435F 02 7.2001. 07 2.66CE 10 7. USE 08
• Z8OE ~Q2"~ " "T~»19'2E 07 '"* 4.351E "09" ""4 !Z4C"OC
•6b3E-01 6.617L 04 2.415E C7 0 C
.0 O.O 0.0 0 0
).0 0.0 0.0 C.C
4.21SE 12 3.QA8E 03
'•y££ 'g «•*"£ go
i:U9 if itlsil ol
4.541t 10 £«201E 00









FOH PROTONS (APS) -"UFe l.C: FOR I NNcR ZONE ELECTRONS (AE6) * UF« 1.3





.CMtT.,c.c ..cut.^Dvr rcnc.MT mm t. ciirraxs.* ./c-*.a/**r */CM*.^TAU */c**»a/fiGCsK.u
10."'.-25.j ' 6.733C f'l 5.817f "6 ".332 1.001 e.oS'-E ^2 7.*7 'E ft 2.728E !•' 7.5B7E-M
1Q.10 2.320E 02 2.17BE 07 7.948E 09 9.S11E-C3
' '11. •-» 2.215E .'2 1.913E <•* 6.9S4C ^9 5.578^-03
45.00 1.4BQE 12 1.2U6L 07 4.6*J2 09 l.t?5BE-03




E5 C.? 3.- 20 .'> 3.334E '1 2.881E Cft l.'Slf- 19 3.114E-.M
C7— ' 3.1D "" ' 010 ' "- — ' 50T7-.TJ I 'VafTC Ul 1 . 1 1 2C CO 4.«99« OB' •1.241C'-O4 '' '
411. J 5t,'68.E CC 4»^'9L 0^ ' - Sonf i>t ?T**' i^f~0?
****************
*» UNCERTAINTY FACTORS 1UF) APPLIED FOR THIS RUN ARE: _ ...
_•_• _HfcJiN»Tl "_ f;DCaaiNATgS 13 ANJ . L..CIWBU.T SO -BY_. INVA^A 3F 1372 MITH A_.Uj<Afi .
• » VcrtlCLE t 1RAE 9rr tt« ** INCLINATION* 9<lOtG ** PEPlGeE^ 9P"K» *» A1
***********************************************************************
FO-^ PROTONS (APB I - UF=. l .Ci FOR INNER 70NE ELECTRONS (A66> - UF
- - - - - - - ,_2: BARRACLOUGH ET^_AL.Jl6|;TBRM 1975











A V E K A S C D AVKMAGCO SPECTRUM cNcRGY
T O T A L FLUX Tf lTAL FLUX __ LEVELS
3£J fx.iflJE. i3 fi..r.23C-. 13 ._,62._25i_ ^OJUlt
50' 7.707E "3 6.7.T8E "8 1.694 .lOl'E
13; 5^61 7t ''Z 4.C
i4^ O ,tl ,„.. Oj 5
l^T-NSl TV EXPOSURE
*/ ; M * * 2 / SEC~ ( "rt U oM ST
1 .
1 .
= 1 -i .ti: ; .t>67
32-TffTT — --2-S16T
»3-'..£* 7 *333
= *-] .fc5 t..2t 7
= ^ - i .Pf t 5 . ^ > " <
= b-l .£7 0. W
53 E 07 (>I050




?. % 6t£ *
2.43JE 05
2.T71P T -












: • 5'" ?
s.soo"



































-1 .T51E 12' '
9.41 ) £ 11
s.'s'eae"! i
i.caoE 11









fij • -H»T6CP*b PtiUfiNC*
I NNER ZONE * OUTER
**********.********«







1 . 7V7E 1 0
7.91 IE 03








































































8.0JJ— 10.00 a. 552- 01 7.3PS": 06 0 * 1 3C
lUcOO-Ust OC 2 > 4 1 * ) ' 12 2 i O C S ~ C7 C«?7ti
£ AMC.TS P U P A T I O N ' C C L M L L A T F T
.rl- .£2 I • 1 *: 7 £. 021- 05
..2- .3J ; . i i>7 ;.57i: ot
.F4- .^5 C. 367 4.502. C7
... t- ..-: 7 c. c c3 o
4000- 016 451- 04 5 574" 0? - C35- 1'
.f;000 S.<5C7.: O3 -J.l SOr, Od 1 .fi82V 1
S . O O C -1.001^ 03 9.1601 07 - Z . 2 S t ~ 1
45.00 ., 4.277Z 0£ o.t45, 07 . 1.349;.. J
bo.oc 4 .o t> i r 02 j.bov. o? i.2sir t
200 = 0 3ct£3t. 01 . itlbta. Ob 1.1*2' C
2. 71 Of 02
2. Ed3C 01




---a-.-sa-»-flj— • -- • • • •
2.5U9t"-04
BARRACLOUGH ET. AL. 168-TEtW 1975 * TIM.-* 1V80.0 **
HANOI: -i TOT/;- F«-L* TDT*I CLLX L
SOJJ-l.OOJ 5 ?£7.-. C4 5 US" 0V I J30
.300-1.503 i r:a~ 04 i CETT 09 c 437
• 5JO-2«OuU » 7 3* :' 03 4 1 ? : - " C € 01 62 .
»OUU~w«i iOJ 2i)6VI. 0 3 2 2 2 C J 0 8 O O B 7 •
.000-0. ju^ 7 «t j:'- 02 e d e c - 07 c 027 .
• OUU-iit JUu 1 t2b," C2 1 « « 2 " C 7 0 OOt, .
11
2
i.c4- .p.ti 3.22: :.27a- og 4
1 .L5- ,i"6 1 .400 *. 1 70; C<i 5
1 .t 7-OV^R O.O (. C 6
. . . . . . f t
TOTAL 2;0S67 « , <;6fl'- OS 7
PV'.'LS **
( K F V I * /C





ri JO 0 R .
6003 3.




















































1 2 . 3 1 4C
0 1 . 1 « 4C
0 S.C?3C
3.652? -QT . C
4.t>filE 04 .C
4*0 • C






































































•* ORBITAL FLUa STUOV KITH COMPOSITE PARUCLt KKVl »QNM£NTS : VETTE3 AP8 | AL6* AEI7 FOR SDl.AR MAxIMl** •»• UNI « LUX 0* 19T9 •*
(UFJ APPuIEi> FUR THIS KLIs ARC: FOA PROTCNS (AP8I - UP" 2.01 FOR INNER ZONE ELECTBnufl C4C6I - U»« 5.0 *•
~ T^U BV I K V A R H OF 1972 WITH M.LMAG. MODEL 9: BAMACLOUCH ET. AL US-TEW? ^'S • TIME- 1900.
.
_*• UNCCRTAINTY FACTORS FJ    
•v~MM»MffTic~cbt>AbrHA;tus a *w L COWU    AG.   
** VEHICLE : IRAS 600 KM •• IKXINATlUK* BOL-tG ** PhUlGttE- 600KM •* APOGEC- 6 JO"-** •• B/L ORBIT TAPE! TOS362 "• PERIOD- 1.611 •*
AAIS6IS TOTAL FLUX
r/(MtVI/3£C »^O«**B/S2C •
5. ooo- a. 001 s.oasi!
10 .00-S3.00 ;.202£







1 .1! 2-1. 63





























1.44Sti 06 0.165t*97ce 06 o.aa*
3.134C 06 0.35(3












































I NT EG. PL
«/CM**2/S













































































































































VETTES AP6 ; AI_C>. AE17 FOR SOLAR MAXIMUM UNI FLUX OF 1979
** UNCERTAINTY FACTOftU 1UF t APPLIED FOR THIS «<-* ARd : FOR PROTCNS IAPa> - UP" 2.0: FOP INNER ZONE BL€CT1»nwS IAB6I - V • 8.0 *»
*• NJCNCTIC CQOWDlNATca B AND L COMPUTED BY I t^VARA OF 1972 *ITH ALCMAG. NOOEL 3; BARRACLOUGH ET. AL. 168-TERH lV7i * TIME" 1980-0 •*
-»>-veyttvTr-t-fn»a~6oe-KM *•- ito-iNAUot*- eout^ ** pe«nstt- AOOKH *• APOGCE* 6>dKM •* B/L ORBIT TAPEI TO53*2 »* PCRIOD- i.6it *»
«v ««*«»*••**••*•••****••****•*•****••***••» <*<••»•••*•**»**••••••***•••**»•*•»**•**••«**•*•*•*•*•••*•••••*••••I*•**•••••*•••*••••••••
• 44«M«*I4 •*•»** ttLBCTRCKS MI *•***••*•••*•**«
*****-9MSCT*U»« IN-PWICCNT OCLTA £N«iF
ENlRdv At/EhAGED A"VER*CEO "
• 1OOO- .5000 8.4 I3C OS 7
.4000*1.000 " r.34*t-04 ~f
1.000-1. BOO 4.9B1K J3 4
1.999-1.000 2.J26U OJ 2
3.000-4.00J 4.tJ71t 02 4
5.OOO-6.0OO 7,9076 Ol 6





/CRO FLUX 1 S.OOO






























.. «.4J11£ C3 .
1.031^ C7
3.C74C C8






. lUOOti 006. 7*6fe; 05
.2OOO J.J63Z OS
.3000 1 .399E OS
.40OO 6.441t 04
tftOOO ' Z.392C U4
.7000 i.ooee 04


















































3 .76 1C 07







































































































































3. 21 OB 01
2.3291 01
6.41 46 00
















PJ) - UF- 2 . O ! FUR [MKE R 2UNE ELECTBU^S ( A £ o > - UF« 5.O **
i HUOtL Z :_ BARRACLOUCH ET. AL. 168-TERH 1975 • T INga 1980.0 ••
A P. jut := 900KM ** fl/L C.(UJ 1 T TA»E: TD5376 •* ~PERIOD"1 .71 6 *•
••a***********************************************************
T Aj= 1.OO YEAR* SI
«/<*;¥ j> ' j_ i_ i/o« ».;/^'.f. i/!' *"•',•/: \Y ->. ,, _i -JT >f Mivi"
»: • JJ 0 -!j . UJ J j. OU J • J' J. l 1 1>'' v»7 J.o'iJ . /Ji-UZ-0
>. U0»- M. JU J 1 . 1 ^ li_ 0.' 1 . J.'Ul; O t J .f' 1 . 1 JOOC O
MV.-WITV ;x;..-.;,,.T T H T . L . CF ^'.^S
t ti . j o
l . .. *- l . :. j i . / • t J . J r-t :. o-.. l J J . y
l ._ j- 1 . _-, •> . -J u.o *?:, j. o
i . -.<.-!. i. / u.^i j.i- J30. *;
I ^4Tr t,.F LUX
J . 1 *V •* i: 0 '*
iiHili
r^l Si--
J. 46 IE 02" -
<; "si/ '.E" o<T
i . ?'ioe Oc;
* * ^ ,'1? V^
4. 1 JIR 01



































.» i. C ' 'Mt -»oFLJ
n.^i i 'JA r i jh
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*• ORBITAL FLUX STUOY .ITH COMPOSITE PARTICLE ENVIRONMENTS: VETTES APQ I AC6. AEI7 FOR SOLAR MAXIMUM «•* UNI FLUX OF 1»T9 **•
** iJ*CiH7AlNTY fACTUha JuF* APPLIED FUR THI b Hut, A«f : PO* P»OTCH$ (*POI - UF» 2.01 FOR INVBW ZOHS ELECTRONS 4Aff5l - O*» 9.0 **
*• M«(.l»tTIC CUQRLINAIOS b ANU L COMPL1_L BV i f VAftA OF 1972 HlTH ALLHAG* MOOtL Si BAHRACLOUGli ET. AL. US-TERM 1975 . TI«» -19BO.O_*t
• • VJrtlCLL '. IhAS 120-> K.M ** INCLINATION* OOLbG *• PtfRjGet-* 1200KM •* APOGEC" I29JKM *• B/L 3HBIT TAPE I TD04Q3 »* PfRIdO- 1.82* •*
***» ••••••••«»**»««W**»P»«***»••**••«»•*«**«*«•***••*••*****••**•«**•••••******•*••***••••••*•*•••*»»••*••***•*******•••*•***••••*•*






fcA*G!& TOTAL FLUX TOTAL FLUX(M£V »/s;'t: »/CM*«2/bL.c */c»«»2/i>AY KJHLL-NT
^oo-e.aoj i.ju4*. oj S.JJSTE 07 c«{40
00 J-d.OO J J.dt4i; C2 2*3 t£c 0 I 0. J0<i
000-lO.u) 1.713k 02 1.478E 07 C.1JJ
..o-o,.« ,.,.«. o, ».«,. r» ..c,.
RANGES DURATION ACCUMULA 1LD
26 RU FLUX 1 ( . JOJ 0.0
l.ii— l.tl -1.567 «.4^SI. CJ
1:65= life* i:59J 3:i*4Sg fc*
I.t4-l*t3 1. 130 I .45 6S CC
l.tJ- I. £6 *.J J.O
I. £6- l.t.7 -:.C J.O























































































































































COOKUINAT-rS 6 »NO L CGMPCTCU B« II>VARA OF 1472 WITH ALLNAG
••*•**•***•**••*
. aooo
INTi^SlTV ^XPUSiAr: TO U L * UP
ZeSO FLUX C. 1 &7 0.0
1 .cu- 1 •_! . .«Jo .' S. 70S*. 03
l.El-t<t.2 i..(t>7 1.26% C3
l.L J-1.C4 i.6c7 4.00lfe C7i ,«4- i.r» ;.«jj 5.07% et

























VERAGEO •••* AVCRAGED INTEGRAL r LUC MCE •*• AMCRACEQ - ~-
NTEG.FLUX k TOT A. * INNER ZONE * OUTER ZONE DIFFER. FLUX
.lB7b 12 4.3J1C 14
.B26t: 10 2.126E 13
.9JJJ 09 3.2601! 12
.347E 09 3.B22C 1
.279E OB 1.927E 1
.62OC OB 3.9446 0
.I63.f Od 4.24SK 0
,706ii 07 2.083K 0
.Sim 07 1.O266 O
.396c 07 S.09SC C9
.I63U 06 1.5196 C9
.2432 O6 4.S36E 08
. I26i 05 4.108E 07 (
.a o.o o
25 IE 14 7












9BBE 12 5.666E 0*
477E li. ..fi. 96 OK. 03.
1O6E 12 2. OB IE 03
96OC 11 4.196B 02
6462 11 1.79*ff 01
3S2E 11 1.172E 01
O43E II - a.562E OO
84 71 O ' 2.769r OTT
908* 0 I.649H 00
15TZ 0.. . 1.110C 00..









1?7************* 4****************«**»*4***********4**•******** !** ORBITAL FLUX STLDY »ITH CCKPCSITE PARTICLE ENV IPChMENTS : VETTES AP8 ; AE6. AEI7 FOR SOLAR MAXIMUM «4*
** UMCfc'flTAINTY FACTORS—<UF > AIT^LI ED—f CE—THIS RUM—ABiS P6H PROTONS (AP8)—••—Up——I . OS EGA—I EUS B—30NC BLBCTBI ,
** MAGNETIC COORDINATES B ANO L COMPUTED BY INVAR* CF 1972 WITH ALLMAG. MODEL 5: BARRACIOUGH .ET. _AU. I68TTJBRM 1975 » TINE= 1980.0 •*
** VEHICLE : IRAS tCO KM ** INCLINATICN = 80CEC ** FEH1CEE= 600KM ** APOGEE= 600KM 4* B/L OREIT TAPE:, 1CS362 «« PEP IOO» |«gl|^?*
»»»«»»»»»»»«4*«»»»*»««»*»»»*4<»«»«««*44»»»»«»»4««»«»»»«*«»»*»»»»»««»««»«»»»*»»**»»»»4»4«»444««*«444*44*«4«4««««*«»»«**«»»»«*••*••*«•
4 4 * 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 * * * * PROTONS ***********4444 * 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 * 4
















































































































































******* 4 4* ****************** 4 «* ****** 44 4** 44 4* *» ***********•*******************...«»*•* *» ********* 4 ********* 4 4*** **********************44* UNI FLUX OF 1979
** UNCERTAINTY FACTORS
** MAGNETIC COORDINATES
(UF) APPLIED FCR THIS PUN ARE: FOR PROTONS (AP8) - UF= 1.0; FOR INNER iONE_ELECTf!CNS 1 A£6) - UF=
B ANO L CCMPUTEO BY INVAPA CF 1972 WITH ALLMAG. MODEL 5: BARKACLOUGH CT. AL. T68-TERM 1973 i TIME"
l.O •«
198O.O •*
************ 4* *************** 4* *******4******* 4******* 4 ***************************** ** 4 ******** 44* ****4>44 4 4** ******** 4* ***•***••**•4 4 * 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 * * * * * ELECTRONS LO ********** 4 * 4*4 4 4 44 4 4 4 4 4 4 .
• * lAdLh lit- PLAK ANU T Ul AL HLUXkb VtLH PtMlUU : ENtUl>1 >.3UOUHbV *•





















POSITION AT WHICH ENCCUNTERED
(DEC) (DEC) (KM)
fb.VbJ -bO.JJ . buy. 46
55.023 -55.73 601.27





-3.662 -68. O4 607.38
-44.837 -75.62 606.31
-35.908 -36.04 599.73



























































— 6. 64»CB OT *-
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** 053ITA. SLUX STUDY WITH COMPOSITE PARTICLE ENVIRONMENTS: VETTES AP8; AE6, AEI7 FOR SOLAR MAXIMUM *»* UNIFLUX OF 1979
** MA3NETIC COORDINATES B AND L COMPUTED BY INVARA OF 1972 WITH ALLI4AG . MODEL 2: BARRACLOUGH 'ET. "AT. "T68-TERM "1975 '" ~ * T IWE-t 198
*_* .Y£H.l'i,E_: IRAS 90'. KM ** INCLINATION= 99DEG ** PERIGEE= 900KM ** APOGEE= 900KM ** B/U ORBIT TAPE! TOS376 «» PERIOD" IT



















PEAK FLUX POSITION AT WHICH ENCOUNTERED ORBIT TIME FIELO(B) LINE(L) TOTAL FLUX
ENCOUNTERED LONGITUDE LATITUDE ALTITUDE PEB ORBIT
*/CM»''2/S£C (DEC) (DEC) (KM) (HOURS) (GAUSS)
3.2«2E t)3 -77.160 -30.03 915.09 . 2.43333 0.19074
6.113P 01 -1C 3. 633 -19.97 911.46 4.20OOO 0.21069
2.873E r-3 22.596 -33.32 912.37 7.03333 0.21414
4.321E '3 -0.239 -22.75 907.98 8.70OOO O. 19654
a.65^l£ 03 -23.792 -32.81 912.01 10.46667 0.18086
3.56BE '3 -53.494 -29.13 910. 4O 12.16667 0.17151
2.S36c i O3 -76*177 -19i55 PO*iJ5 13i*7TT7 " 1»1P"
1.551E C2 -ni.336 -14.84 905.12 15.53333 9.20264
7.033F "1 48.737 -22.02 912.21 17.93330 0.23961
4.9'3E '3 -2.667 -22.53 912.44 21.36664 0.19417













*• 3^3IT»i_ =l UX STUDY WITH COMPOSITE PARTICLE ENVIRONMENTS«*********»*»*********«*«*******************«****»**»*•«**•*»*»*»•*•*•****: VETTES APS: AE6. AEI7 FOR SOLAR MAXIMUM *** UNIFLUX OF 1979 ••
** UNCERTAINTY FACTORS (UF) APPLIED FOR THIS RUN ARE: FOR PROTONS (AP8) - UF= 1.0: FOR INNER
** MA3NETI : COORDINATES B AND L COMPUTED BY INVARA 3F 1972 WITH ALLMAG. MOJEL 2t BARRACLOUGH ET.
ZONE ELECTRONS ( AE6 ) - UF»_1«D ••
AL. 168-TERM 197£ * TIKE- IJSp^Oj •*
»»*«*»******«*»«»,»»*«*«**»*•*****«****«»***********************»********»**»****•*******»*•**»»•**»•»•*•*••*••
************************ ELECTRONS LO *************************










































































































































•**ORBITAL"LUX*STXY*MTH*CO»POSITe^ MAXIMUM *** "^FLUX OF 1979 **
• * likirFBTAIMTV FACTORS IUF1 AcoiTFn FCR THIS BUN ARE : FOR PROTONS IAP8I - UF~ l.O: FOR INN2R ZONE ELECTIONS (AE6I - UF«= 1.0 •*
*• MAGNETIC COORDINATES B
** VEHICLE : IRAS 1200 KM
AND L COMPUTEC BY INVAPA CF 1972 WITH ALLNAG. MODEL 5: BARRACLOUUH KT. AL. IbB-TKHM 1V/5
** INCLINATIONS 80DEC ** PERICEE= 1200KM ** APOGEE= 1200KM 4* B/L OREIT TAPE: 1CS402 *«
* TIME= 1980.0 ••
PERIOD" 1.824 *•
»»»«••««•«««**«»«*
4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4*4*4****** PFOTCNS ********** 4* 4*4 ** 4 4 * 4 4 4 4 4









































































































































• * ORBITAL FLUX STLOV «ITH COMPOSITE FARTICLE EhVIPCNMENTS : VETTES AP8: AE6. AEI 7 FOR SOLAR MAXIMUM *•* OM FLUX OF
** IfrfCEftTATNTT PACTtJki iuf i A^PLIGU PIH THIS PUH ARE! fOR PROTONS <AP8» ™ OP=— 1~.O: '-fOW'IUNK** ZCNg eLgCTKCIO <AC6> — - UP«-
• * MAGNETIC COORDINATES B AND L COMPUTED BY INVARA CF 1972 WITH ALLMAG. MODEL Si BARRACLODGH ET. AL. 168-TERM 1975 > TIME=
** WEHICLE i^ IRAS 12OO KH •* .TMn t k AT ITK= BOCBG *> PPRlfFF= 1 7OCKM ** APOGEE- 12OOK.N «* BXL OREIT TAPE: TCS4O2 »« PER IODn
««**4<*****« (*4«t«****** ELECTRONS LO »»*•»»***« 4« 4* 4 « 4 4 « 4 4 44 4 4
* 4*** 4 *************** *******4>**4i***** **************** 4*** 4 »***«***
PERIOD PEAK FLUX tOSITIC* IT *HICf? ENCOUNTERED ORBIT TIME FIELDJEI LINEILI TOTAL FLUX
NUMBER FNrnilN-IFBFD LCNGITUDE LATITUte ALTITUDE PER ORBIT


































































































































«« ORBITAL FLUX STUDY HITH COMPOSITE PARTICLE ENVIRONMENTS; VETTES AP6 ; AE6. AEIT FOR SOLAR MAXIMUM UNI FLUX 1979
*•
** UNCERTAINTY FACTORS (UFI APPLIED FOR THIS RUN ARE S" FOH PHUI UNb !AH») - UF« 2.0
*• MAGNETIC COORDINATES B AND L COMPUTED BV IKVARA OF 1972 KITH ALLMAGi MODEL 5: BARRACLOUGH ET~. AU. TE8-TERM 1975 TIME- 1980.0 **
KM *• BXL ORBIT TAPE 2 TDS3&2 •• P*BIOOv 1.611 **
m*tmftm+m*****t*******»*n*,4mnmtntt**4t*/t****»++t***»***»*»»*tt**f»n»*»*»*»*****»***»*********+»»*»**»*»»*»**»**f***
• 4 4 4 4 4 4 444444«4**4*****» PRCTCNS *******•••*••»*»***»*****






















































































































•* OBOITAL FLUM GTUOV ItlTH COMPO6ITK pARTICtE ENWl RONMBNTS; XgTTES AP« ^wk&6»-A&17—FOR-SOLAP.-MAXIHuM- •»*. -^Hl^ UUX -OB
UNCeRTAINTV FACTORS (UF) APPLIED FOR Wl S BUN FOR PROTONS «AP8» - UP- 2.0 L FDR INNER ZONE .ELECTRONS IAEA) -.UP* 8.0 *«
* *»4444444444»*A* *»»«A^* ELECTROKS HI «**4i«4>*4i*****4>***********















































































































































** "**TAL FLUX STUDY MTU COMPOS I T E PARTICLE ENVIRONMENTS: VETTES AP8 ; AE6. AEI7 FOR gOLAR MAXIMUM *•* yN^LUX °f. "^ **
** UNC^TUNTY HACTOki (OP ) APPLIED FOU THIS HUN A R E : F 3 R PROTONS <AP8) - UF= 2.0; FOR INNER ^NE16|L.|nu{"ftf5k Xt*J TIN E* WaOTD *•
»I*»i***********i>****-j ****** t******'***«*'**r***«*****^














































































































































** GKB1TAL FLUX STUDY
** MAGNETIC COUKOINAT










KITH COMPOSITE PARTICLE ENVIRONMENTS: VETTES APS; AE6. AEI 7
ii5 tJ AN3 L COMPUTED bY I < 4 V A K A JF 19/2
K4 *« INCLINATIONS 99OEli *» P£RI&£= =






u.6l»3g — Q6 —






— I . Jyi f ubj.ivst; oe
• .
FOR SOLAR MAXIMUM *** UNI FLUX OF 1979 **
WITH ALLNHG. MODEL 2: B AHUCTOUGH ET . AL.T68-TERM 1975 • T1ME> 1980.0 *•
900KM ** APOGEE= 900KM ** B/L ORBIT TAPE: TD5376 ** PERIOD= 1.716 **
ELECTRONS HI *************************FLUXES PER PERIOD : ENERGY >.5OOOMEV **
****************************************************************






















































** ++ ** ** *»•«•*-»•»•»•« *-*'»rr*"r*-y«»i»Tr«»i> »>»»»»»»»>»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»«*»*>*»»»»****«•»«»»»*»««*•»•»»•••*«
•* ORBITAL FLUX STUDY »ITM COMPOSITE PARTICLE ENVIRONMENTS: VETTES AP6 { AE6. AEI7 FOR SOLAR MAXIMUM **»
!»»••»»•>»»>•••••••••••• ,
UNI FLUX OF < 1»79 •*•••
NS I ABA1 -:UF« ~9. 0 . *«
TM ALLMAG. MODEL 5: BARKACEOTOH ET. AL. 16B-TERM 1975 * TI«» I980W:**
•* VEHICLE : IRAS 1200 KM ** INCLINATIONS 80OEG ** PERI GEE = 1200KM ** APOGEE" 12DOKM ** 6 A. ORBIT TAPE: TO 6403 •* PERIOD" " l»8*» *• ,
* *44444444I4«4*** * * * * * * * PROTONS »*«*4>*»*»*«**»** *»**»****
«» TABLE OF PEAK AND TOTAL FLUXES PER PERIOD : ENERGY >B.OOO*EV *•
PERIOD PEAK FLUX PCSITIOK AT MICH ENCOUNTERED ORBIT TIME FIELDIB) LIMC(L)
NUMBER eNCOUNTERtJ LONGITUDE LATITUDE ALTITUDE
1 1.847E 03 -127.575 -3.94 1194.96 1.80000 0.18941 1.18
2 5. 6 lid LJ 41.2JI <^2U.U7 1190.21 2.03333 0. 20413 1.58
3 1.465E 04 14.0«« -22.60 1190.70 4.66667 0.16991 1*62
9 4.114E C4 '-40.S64 -21.19 119O.29 8.30000 0.19119 1*336 i.aisE 04 -ee.ios -23.72 1190.99 10.1.3333 0.19747 1.29
e «Ij06E oB itlefe -51^60 1198.54 14.40006 6. 20*10 2.01
9 1.739E 04 G.726 -35. S3 1199.S9 16.20000 0.18610 2.09
ID 3. 16 IE C4 -11. 246 -26.59 11V7.J5 18.06697 0.1C992 t .98
11 4.214E 04 -43.538 -17.54 1195.62 19.9333O 0.19024 1 .30
19 2.AAPE Ca — 7.2.356 —27.96 1197.93 21.7OOOO 0.16393 1 .33
13 7.224E 03 -Sf.446 -29.44 il97.49 23.93331 0.18896 1.3O
TOTAL FLUX
PER ORBITMSC. H i^fl /onn T
8.630C 08
3.21OE M ' ..
1.0061 07
2. 1 S6M OT
3.100C OT








** ORBITAL FLUX STUDY WITH COMPOSITE PARTICLE ENVIRONMENTS: VETTES AP8 ; AE6t AEI7 F
** UNCERTAINTY FACTORS (UF) APPLIED FOR THIS RUN ARE: FOR PROTONS (AP8) - UF» 2.t
•» VEHICLE : IRAS 1203 KM ** INCLINATION^ 80DEG ** PEBIGEE= 1200KM ** APOGEE^ 1200
»*"«»»«****»*•*•* ********************** 4*4 4 4 4******************** *****************ilii 4 4 4 i    4 44 4 ** » i
** TABLE OF PEAK AND
'OR SOLAR MA XI
i; FOR INNER
BARBACLOUGU ET
IKN •* B/L ORi
i *********** *4
[MUM *** UMFLUX OF<t97« - **rZONE ELECTRONS IAEA) -:UF« B.-OT —•««•.
ilT1"TAIPEVlTS8403 •• PtRIOD- "l-Bl*'^  '
l****** ***••***•••*•»••*•**••«*«••**•-.

















































































































































IRAS 6OQ KK IRAS <OO KM
CIRCULAR CIRCULAR
INCLINATION: £0 DEC ISCLINATICN: eo CEG
f CHI faBC • D U U KP»
APOGEE; son KM AFCGEE: 600 K»
**** EXPOSURE ANALYSIS **** * PtRCENT OF TOTAL LIFETIME SPENT INSICE AND •





MEHLbNI UH IUTAL HHb-—
TIMg SPBMT IN FLLX-PHgg
(i*o
OUTER ZCNE -TO-
REGIONS* OF SPACE 90.62 X 62*59 X (2.8 < L < 11.01
PERCENT OP TOTAL LIFE- EXTERNAL -TE- 14.OS X
TIME SPENT IN MIGH- (L > 11*0)
INTENSITY REGIONS* OF
TOTAL 100*00 X
FLUX ACCUMULATED IN «TIME IN INNER ZCNE PAY BE SLBC1VIDEO AS FOLLOXSI
HlCH-INTENSITY REGIONS: 75.19 X ee*€3 x
OUTSIDE TRAPPING REGICN : 7.93
(i.a < t < 1.11
••«««»•««««««««««««•••«•»•««•••«•*«»«•»•««««»««««<««»»»« .t < L < i.ai











APOGEE : 900 KM APOGEE: 931 KM
**** EXPOSURE ANALYSIS **** * PERCENT OF TOTAL LIFETIME SPENT INSIDE AND *




(E>.500C*EV) INNER ZONE -TI-* 56. ,8 X
(l.D < L < 2.8)
TIME SPiNT IN FLUX-FREE OUTER ZONE -TO- 27. oZ X
REGIONS* OF SPACE 83.18 X 53.79 X (2.8 < L < 11.0)
PERCENT O= TOTAL LIFE- EXTERNAL -TE- : 15.60 X
TIME SP£NT IN HIGH-
1HTCNGITV nCOlOHOI C
(L > 11.0)
VAN ALLEN BELTS : 8.62 15.29 X
TOTAL 100.uo x
FLUX ACCUMULATED IN »TIHE IN INNER ZONE MAY BE SUBDIVIDED AS FOLLOWS:
HIGH-INTENSITY REGIONS: 95.66 X 83.12 X
UUIblUb—IHAMP1NU HbblUN ;
11.3 < I < • ! . ! >
********************************************************
(1.1 < L < 2.8)









APOGEE: 1200 K» APOGEE: 1200 KI>
**** £XPCS«.RE ANALYSIS **** * PERCENT OF TOTAL LIFETIME SPENT INSICE AND *
FROTCNS ELECTRCNS LO
<E>5.000VFV> <£i>.eOOOMEVI ZCNE -TI-* : 56,19 X
PERCENT OF TOTAL LIFE-
(1*0 < L < Z.8)
TIME SPENT IN FLUX-FREE OUTER ZCNE -TO- : 28.SI X
oe • ul 3s
PERCENT OF TOTAL LIFE-
TIME GPENT IN IIICM
EXTERNAL -TE- 15.20 X
INTENSITY REGIONS* OF
VAN ALLEN BELTS : 14.33 X
PERCENT UF TOTAL DAILY
FLUX ACCUMULATED IN *TIME IN INKER ZCNE CAY BE SLECIVIDED AS FOLLOWS:
OUTSIDE TRAPPING REGION ; O.O X
Cl.O < L < 1.1>








*• ORBITAL FLUX STUJV kITH COWOSITB PARTICLE EKVIRCNMENTS:
*• UNCERTAINTY FACTORS IUF) APPLIED FCP THIS RUN ARE: FCR






VETTES AP8; A£6. AEI7 FOR SOLAR MAXIKCM «** UNI FLUX OF 1979 **
PROTONS CAPS) - UF= l.Oi FOR INNER 20NE ELECTRONS IAE6I - UF= 1.0 **
600KM ** APOGE:E=
1******** ***********
600KM ** B/L CREIT TAPE: 1CS362 ** PERIOD- 1.611 *•
i* *************•««•*******«*****«•****•••***«***•**•**
***** FOR CUTOFF DIPOLE SHELL L=5 ER *****
************ (CART in F<;xrM**?>*************
********************************************
*****************MISSICN DURATION T=12. MONTHS ***************** GEOMAGNETIC SHIELDING










































































































































































































** UNCERTAINTY FACTORS ( UF ) APPLIED FOR THIS RUN ARE: FO3 PROTONS (APS) - UF :
*• HftSN^TIC COORDINATES B AND 1 COMPLJTFD BY INV/ARA OF 1972 WITH ALL'^AG. MODEL
** VEHICLE : IRAS 900
************** ********






- 1.0: FOR INNER ZONE ELECTRONS ( AE6 > - UF= l.C **
Z; BARRACLOUGH ET. AL. 168-TERM 1975 * T IME= 1980.0 **
900KM ** B/L ORBIT TAPE: TD5376 ** PER IOD= 1.716 **
********* *********************************************
***** FOR CUTOFF DIPOLE SHELL L=5 ER *****








































































































































































































******«*****«*********'** OHBITAL FLUX STUDY ******* <******4telTH CC^PCSITE i * * * * * *4 *4PARTICLE 1 4************4ENVIRCNMENTS: 1* ***************** **.*«*«** ********* *** ** ********** **•****•******•*•*••••VETTES APS: AE6. AEI7 FOR SOLAR MAXIMUM •«« UNI FLUX OF 1979 **
** UNLbHIAlNTV HACIORS I Ul- 1 APHLlbU t-CK IHIS> HUN AKt : t-LN KHUIUNi lACUl - Uh =
** MAGNETIC COORDINATES B AND L COMPUTED BY INVAPA CF 1972 WITH ALLMAG. MODEL




• l.Ut F-UH INNtH 4
5: BARRACLOUGH E
12OQKM 4* B/L ORE]
:UNC CLKlltiUNa IACBI - UP= t.U V* •
T. AL. 168-TERN 1975' * TIME= 1980.0 •*[i TAPE: TCS4O3~** PERIOD^ 1.824 ••
FLUtNCE ******
































3 . « 3 4E























































































































































• * ORBITAL FLUX ETLDY »ITH CCKPOSITE PARTICLE ENVI fCNMENT S: VETTES AP8; AE6. AE I7 FOR SOLAR MAXIMLM- - - - - - . _ . _ 197f
THIS PUN ARC: PCH PROTONS «*P6I - UT- l.O; POR IMIgH ZONg CLeCTBCNS (AgO> - UF- 1 lO
UNI FLUX OF 1
**»»
** MAGNETIC COORDINATES B AND L COMPUTED BY INVARA GF 1S72 WITH ALLHAG. MODtL
VEHICLE : IRAS 60C KM *» INCLINATION 80CEC »« FERIBEE= 6QCKM «» ftPQGE£=
5: BARBACLOUGH ET. AL. 168-TERM 1975 T I M E = 1980.0 •«
6QOKM «» B/L C B E I T TAPE: TES362 »» PER 100= 1.611 *«
************ft**************** 4******* ********* **** 4*4* 44*4******************** *********** «• •* • *«**** • •«4*4«*****«* t *** t t *«4*4*******
***** ALUMINUM DOSE FOR MISSION DURATION OF: 1.00 YEAMSI *****
«•**«***************************************4**4*44*444««««***«
















































































































































































































































































































































* SOLAR FROTPK MOCELi
Ate: INNER ZCNu-EOLAR MAX
- NO UNCEmAJHTV r AC Ton »AC APPLIED TO THE MCC8LDATAi
SOLPRC: SCLAR FLARE PR01CKS AT 1 AU
<C»ATTSH.«TBO . ItTBBELAUKTABYl
FCR CL10FF DIPOLE SHELL OF 5 E.R.
* CP AL
7:.COI GEOMAGNETIC SHIELCING APPLIEDA6I7: OUTER ZCNE-INTERIM MODEL WITHOUT SOLAR CYCLE DEPENDENCE.
FOR FMggKlFS t»n«iF I.S Mg« . THtS MrngL CHKTA1NS IIPPFR E
LOWER LIMIT VALUES TO ACCOUNT FOR DISCREPANCY EETWEF.N
EXISTING DATA SETS. THE AEI7-HI FAVORS V A K F C L A ' S FIT
TO OV1 19 DATA—WMLC ACIT LO 10 MORE RCPRCSCHTATlVC Of
NOTE: Q DENOTES THE DEGREE -OF CONFIDENCE ONE _TO A S S I G N TO RESULTS. NAMELY THAT FOR TP.E
XIGOION OUIiATION TIC CALCULATCD
ALL THE DATA SETS PRESENTLY AVAILABLE .TC NSSCC.
» THE AEI7-LO VERSION WAS U5EO FOR TI-E5E CALCULATIONS «
FLUEKCES ARE THE SMALLEST VALUES WHICH WILL
NOT BF. E>CEEDED BY ACTUALLY ENCOUNTERED
INTEKSn lbS.
ii£ ** PROTON MODEL:
Fee-
PRC1CK SFEC1RA NEI 1HCR TOWARDS LOWES NOR
TOWARDS UGhER ENERGIES BECAUSE THE CATA SfTS
OCEO IH 1KB CONSTntCTIOK OF THE MOPBh «8ATBL—
LITE MEASUREMENTS »ACE CURING THE 20TH SOLARCYCLE: ii(4-if7s> DO NOT CONTAIN INFORMATION
HJH
NO UNCERTAINTY FACTOR HAS APPLIED TO THE KOCEL CATA.
HfcV.
** 339ITA,. -LUX STUDY WITH COMPOSITE PARTICLE ENVIRONMENTS: VETTES AP8; AE6. AEI7 FOR SOLAR MAXIMUM *** UNI FLUX OP I97f »•
»» UNCERTAINTY FACTORS CUFI APPLIED FOR THIS RUN ARE: FOR PROTONS <AP8> - UF = Ii.C ; FOR INNER ZONE ELECTRONS (AB» > - UF- 1 .01_««
** MASNITi: COORDINATES B AND L COMPUTED B Y I N V A R A OF 1972 wltH AuLMAS, MOiEL fT BARRACLOUGH ET. Al. 168-TERHJ.975 '* TIHE^ l980TB^T*^
** VEHICLE : I PAS 90P KM «» INCLINATIONS 99OEG ** PERIGEE= 9OOKM *» APOGEE = 900KM ** B/L ORBIT TAPE:^D537b •* PERIOD-' I"i716 **
»*»***«*«*»*******»******»************»******»»*»*««»»»*•«•**••




























































































































































































































































































































































* ELECTRON MODELS: •*• SOLAR PROTON MODEL:
NO UNCERTAINTY FACTOR HAS APPLIED TO THE MODEL DATA. CUNATTENUATED. INTERPLANETARY)
FOR CUTOFF DIPOLE SHELL OF 5 E.R.
C1UTER ZONE-INTERIM MODEL WITHOUT SOLAR CYCLE PEPENDENCE.
FOR TAU=12.MO..Q=90«: • OF AL EVENTS*1
71.23X GEOMAGNETIC SHIELDING APPLIED
FOP ENERGIES ABOVE 1.5 MEV. THIS MODEL CONTAINS UPPER C
LOWER LIMIT VALUES TO ACCOUNT FOR DISCREPANCY BETHEEN NOTE: 0 DENOTES THE DEGREE OF CONFIDENCE ONE MISHES
TC OV1-19 DATA WHILE AEI7-LO IS MORE REPRESENTATIVE OF
ALL THE JATA SETS PRESENTLY AVAILABLE TO NSSDC.
SPECIFIC MISSION DURATION THE CALCULATED
FLUENCES ARE THE SMALLEST VALUES HHICH HIL-
» THE AEI7-LO VERSION MAS USED FOR THESE CALCULATIONS « INTENSITIES.
*t PHOTON MODEL: fT IS NOT ADVISABLE TO EXTRAPOLATE THE SOLARPROTON SPECTRA NEITHER I GUARDS LOWER NOR
TRAPPED PPOTONS-SOL AR MAX
NO UNCERTAINTY FACTOR WAS APPLIED TO THE MODEL DATA.
USED IN THE CONSTRUCTION OF THE MODEL (SATEL-
LITE MEASUREMENTS MADE DURING THE 20TH SOLAR
CTCLg :—1984-19731—PO NOT CONTAIN INFORMATION—
FOR £<10 AND E>200 MEV.
Table Si.
*****»*»***«4*4************* 4 *****4**4 444444»*4*************************************4*4***«•**««*»»»**«*««•«*•«*•»»»*«••»•*«•»•»«••»
_JL*_-DHB_LI.AI FLUX STLPV HITH CJHPCS1TE PARTICLE ENV1 P.CKMENT g: VETTPS AP8I AE6. AE17 FOR SOLAR MAXIMUM 444 UNI FLUX OF 197« •»
** UNCERTAINTY FACTORS (UF> APPLIED p'CR THIS RUN ARE: FCR PROTONS (AP8) - UF= 1.0; FOR INNER ZONE ELECTRONS IAE6I - UF- 1.0 Si~
** MAGNETIC COORDINATES B AND L COMPUTEC BY INVARA OF 1S72 WITH ALLMAG. MODEL 5: BARRACLOOGH ET. 44- J-ffi&pRV 19V * TI"E™ >'8O»«> *•
"*:IIICLC i rMc-iDoo KM-»» IHCLINATICN' 90DBC
»««»*••<««**•«•»«•«•*«»«44******************************4»«*«»***44***********************************




































































































































































































































































































































































































At6: INNER ZCME-SOLAR MAX
NO UNCgHIAINir KH'JH HAS APPL1EO TC T>-g MODtL DATAo
SOLPRC: SCLAR FLAHE PBOTCKS AT 1 AU
tUNATTgNtATgO. 1 KTeRPLAMCTABY )
S E.R.FOR CtlOFF OIPCLE SHELL CF
C. .0.<C»! * OP AL E VENTS-1
70.79* GEOMAGNETIC SHIELCING APPLIEDL
NOTE: o DENOTES THE DEGREE OF CONFIDENCE ONE HISHCS
TO ASSIGN TO RESULTS. NAMELY THAT FOR THE
AEI7: OUTER ZCNE-INTERIM MODEL MITHOUT SCLAR CYCLE DEPENDENCE.
FOR ENERGIES ABOVE l.S MEVi THIS MODEL CONTAINS UPPER (.
LOWER LIMIT VALUES TO ACCOUNT FCR DISCREPANCY E6TWEEN





TO OVI-I9 DATA WFTPrT>ETT-CO IS HOUfa HhPHbSfcM Al 1 Vh OH
ALL THE DATA SETS PRESENTLY AVAILABLE TC NSSCCo
» THE AEI7-LO VERSION WAS USED FCR THESE CALCULATIONS «
• PROTON MODEL:
APH-MAL : IHAJJJ-UU MHU 1 LUi-bLLAH MAX
NO UNCERTAINTY FACTOR HAS APPLIED TC TI-C MOCEL CATA.
hPbClUC MISSION DtB ATI ON IBB CALCULATED
FLUENCF.S ARE THE SHALLEST VALUES WHICH WILL
NOT BE EXCEEDED B1 ACTUALLY BMCCUMTBRBD
INTENSITIES.
PROTON SPECTRA NEITHER TOWARDS LOWER NOR
TOWARDS t-IGKER ENERGIES BECAUSE T*E DATA SETSUiEO IN IHE CUNSTHIX1IUN UF THE MODEL ISATEL"
LITE MEASUREMENTS >AOE CURING TI-E 2OTM SOLARCYCLE: i««4-i97si tc NOT CCNTAIN INFORMATION
FOR E<10 AND E>200 MEV.
Table. 33
»***«»*•»»•*»*««*»**«***»***««*»«»*»«»*»•**»*••«»•»*»*»»»»***»***•»*»»•*»*••*«••*•**•»•***•***•»*»*»*»»••*»*********•»•****»•*•**»*•
** ORBITAL R.UX STUDY »1TH COMPOSITE PARTICLE ENVIRONMENTS! VETTES AP6 ; AE6> AEI7 FOR SOLAR MAXIMUM **• UNI FLUX OF 1971 **
•* UNCERTAINTY rACTORQIUfI APPUIED_FOI» TH1 0 OUN ABC_I . _rOR fgOTOHS «AP81 _-_UP-_a.OJ_ FOH 1MMIER tOM« fLBCTMONS (AI6I lt^- ».0 I «*-
• • PIRIOD- 1.611 '«»
«• MAGNETIC COORDINATES B AND L COMPUTED BY IhVARA OF 1972 KITH ALL MAG. MODEL
** VEHICLE 1 IRAS 6OO KM *• INCLINATION^ 80DEC »« PERI«EE» 60OKM ** APOGEE*
5: BARRACLOUCH ET. AL. 168-TERM 1975
630KM ** B/L ORBIT TAPE: TO8342
a****************************DOSE FOR MISSION DURATION OF;



























































































































































































































































































































AC6: INNER ZONE—SOLAR MAX
TO PROVIDE WORST CASE ESTIMATES. UNCERTAINTY FACTOR
+ SOLAR PROTON MODEL:
5'OL PRO? SOLKR FLARK PHD TON"S~'A~T I 3TO(UNATTENUATCD . INTERPLANETARY)
gnu rirmff nipni p «Hgi_L o» s B.R.
MODEL DATA*
ABIT: OUTER roue-INTERIM MOUBL »ITHU>-T SCLAR even: oePCNDeNce-«-FOR ENERGItS ABOVE l.S ME V. THIS MCDEL CONTAINS UPPER &LOKER LIMIT VALUES TO ACCOUNT FOB DISCREPANCY BETWEENINC
FOR TAU»12.MO..a"90*: • OF AL EVENTS"!
72.6O1I CEOMACN8T1C 8HieL»IN6
EXISTI G DATA SETS. THE AEIT^HI FAVORS VANPOLA'S FIT
TO OV1-19 OATA WHILE AEI7-LC IS WORE REPRESENTATIVE OF
NOTE; o DENOTES THE DEGREE OF coNBiaeNCg ONE WISHES
TH»T FOR THE_ I IU RESULTS. PW «i.Y . _
SPECIFIC MISSION DURATION THE CALCULATED
AHE rtf «MAI lF«T - ~ - - -
» THE AEI7-H1 VERSION »AS.LSED FOR THESE CALCULATICNS «
«• PROTON MODEL:
NOT BE EXCEEDED BY ACTUALLY ENCOUNTEREDINTENSITIES.
IT IS NOT ADVISABLE TO EXTRAPOLATE THE SOLAR
PROTON SPECTRA NEITHER TOWARDS LONER NOR
APB-MAC: TRAPPED PROTON S- SOLAR MAXTn opnwif\c • ^ TIQ CT rA^g K CTI FArrnn
USED IN THE CONSTRUCTION OF
1 tTB MHAgllPFMfMTg MAPP ni«»ll THE
THE DATA 9BTS
MODEL (SATEL-
OF X 2.0 WAS APPLIED TO THE MCDEL DATA. CYCLE: 1964-1975) DO NOT CONTAIN INFORMATION
FOR E<10 AND E>200 MEV.
** UNCERTAINTY FACTOKS < Uf-) APPLIED FUR THIS 3UN »?£: = 03 OROTONS (AP8) - UF = 2.0; FUR INNER ZONE ELECTRONS (AE6) - UF= 5.0 **
** MAGNETIC COURDINATE.S B AND L COMPUTED UY I M V A R A DF Iv72 »ITH ALLMAG . MODEL 2: BABRACLOUCH £T. At. 168-TERM 1975 * TI>4E= 1980.0 »*
APOISEE- 900KM »» d/L CRBt-T TAPE: TPOJTti *» PERIOD' ' " ' "VbHluLL . I hAi
** *********** 4 t»4*>* ************************************************************************************
************************* *************************
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« ELECTRON MODELS:. * SOLAR PROTON WODELt
AE6: INNER ZONE-SOLAR MAX
TL; PKLIVIDF MOK^T CASE FST1MATFS. UNCE^TAIMTY FACTCR
SOLPRC: SOLAR FLARE PROTONS AT 1 AU
(UNATTENUATED. INTERPLANETARY)
FOh CUTOFF DIPOLE SHcLL OF 5 b.OF X 5.0 ( A V E R A G E F03 AE6 MODEL) WAb AP3Llb3 10
MODEL DATA.
THE
AEI7 : OUTER ZONE-INTER IM M3OEL WITHOJT SOLA5 CYCLE DEPENDENCE.
FUK ENERGIES ABOVE 1.5 ME V . THIS MODE- CONTAINS UPPER (,
71.23X GEOMAGNETIC SHIELDING APPLIED
:e one XISMCSLOWER LIMIT VALUEb I
EXISTING DATA SETS.
Til 1JVI — 1^3 lATfl MM Tl F
THE A E I 7 - H I . F A V O J S V A M P i L A ' S FIT
th'17-lli 1^. taut »£ JKESENTATI VE OF
ALL THE DATA SETS' PRESENTLY A V A I L A B L E TO NSSDC.
TO ASSIGN TO RESULTS. NAMELY THAT FOR THE
SPECIFIC MISSION DURATION THE CALCULATED
SUljFLUENCES ARE THE SMALLEST VALUES WHICH WILL
-oS
Q ^ ** PROTOIS MODtL:
O ^
&& • TO PROVI3E KORST CASE ESTIMATES. UMCE^TAINTY FACTOR
IT IS NOT ADVISABLE TO EXTRAPOLATE THE SOLAR
TOWARDS HIGHER ENERGIES BECAUSE THE DATA SETS
USED IN THE CONSTRUCTION OF THE MODEL (SATEL-
LITE MEASUREMENTS MADE DURING THE 20TH SOLAR
CYCLE: i96«-i975) oo SOT CONTAIN INFORMATION
3S
** ORBITAL FLUX STUDY HITH COMPOSITE PARTICLE ENVIRONMENTS: VETTES APB | AE6. AEI7 FOR SOLAR MAXIMUM **• UNXPLUX
»egHTA-mTV-F*€TOR»—Hir) APPLIED TOR 1IIIO RUN ARC I FOR PROTONS (APO) UT- g.AI FOB IMMBil tONt ELECTRONS (*«AI -'.UP* ••
*• MAGNETIC COORDINATES B AND L COMPETED BV I K VARA OF 1972 MITH ALLMAG. MODEL
«» VEHICLE : IRAS 1200 KM «» INCLINATION^ aflOKG •* PERI CEE« 1200KM ** APOGEE"
~»4»*****T,
6: BARRACLOUGH ET. AL. U8-TERM197i • TI«» 'I tAO.O
120QKM »* B/L ORBIT TAI>E» TD840J •» PBWieO- !.»«» •»









(GM/CM**2) (MM) (MILS) (RADS-AL) (RADS-AL) (RAOS-AL) (RAOS-AL) (RAOS-ALI (RAOS-AL)
1
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* ELECTRON MODELS: SOLAR PROTON MODEL:
AE6: INNER ZONE-SOLAR MAX
ESTIMATES. LINGER





SOLMtO: SOLAR FLARE PROTONS AT 1 AU
AEI7: OUTER ZONE-INTERIM MODEL MITHOIT SCLAR CYCLE DEPENDENCE. 70.791 GEOMAeNHTIG MIBLDINB
NOTE; 0 DENOTES THE DECREE OF CONF1BE»CE • QNB >
TD A33ICH TO Bg«ULTS. H>«BLV
SPECIFIC MISSION DURATION THE
FLUEMggH ABB Tt» <MA. 1 E «T '
EXISTING DATA SETS. THE AE17-Hl FAVORS VAMPOLA'S FIT
TO OV1-19 DATA HHILE AEI7-LC IS CORE REPRESENTATIVE OF
_ALJ THE riATA SFTS PBr g-'NTI t A WAI I ARI F TO
THAT F OK THE
.
*"*•'
» THE AEI7-HI VERSION «A S LSKD FOR THESE CALCULATIONS «
NOT BE EXCEEDED BV ACTUALLY E
INTENSITIES.
>« PROTON MODEL;
IT IS NOT ADVISABLE TO EXTRAPOLATE TMtt
PROTON I SPECTRA NEITHER TO HARD 8 LQIgB
TOUARDS HlfaHBH BNEHCIB9 B1CAUM
AP8-MAC: TRAPP£0 PROTONS-SOLAR MA >
TO Q of\ u i ritj Mfl B ^ T *~ * *c»J F c T1
THE
USED IN THE CONSTRUCTION Ol« TMt MODEL I*«TCL-
SrrSiOF X 2.0 DAS APPLIED TO TH£ MCDEL DATA. CYCLE: 1964-1970) DO MOT CONTAIN IMFFOR E<10 AND E>200 MEV.
flMBIENT TRRJECTORY ENVIRONMENT IRflS 600 KM 800EGR 600KM CIRCULflR





i i i i g g i—i-i.o a.o O 3.0 1.0
L (EflRTH RflDII)
s.o 6.0 7.0
RMBIENT TRflJECTORT ENVIRONMENT IRHS 600 KM 800EGR 600KM CIRCULflR SOLMRX




RHBIENT TR9JECTORT ENVIRONMENT IRflS 900 KM 99DEGR 900KM CIRCULRR
7.0





















I i i I I i i i i i I I i
NASA-CSFC




RHBIENT TRflJECTORY ENVIRONHENT IRflS 600 KM 800EGR 600KH CIRCULAR SOLMflX
u.o
L (EflRTH RflOII)
flMBIENT TRflJECTOHY ENVIRONMENT IRBS 900 KM 99DEGR 900KM CIRCULRB
s.o B.O 7.0
L (EfiRTH RflDII)
RMBIENT TR9JECTORY ENVIRONMENT IRflS 300 KM 99DEGR 900KM CIRCULflR SOLMflX io
-i.o 2.0
flMBIENT TRflJECT8RY ENVIRONMENT IRflS 1200 KM 800EGR 1200KM CIRCULflR
s.o 6.0 7.0
L (EflRTH RflOII)




SPECTRflL PROFILE IRflS 600 KM 80DEGR 600KM CIRCULflR B*tt*4J3
I I I I I T~I1 13
E. G. Stassinopoulos-1978
i I I i i i i i i I i i ill i i i i i
NASA-CSFC
50.0 100.0 1SO.O 200.0 250.0
EO (MEV)
300.0 350.0 UOO.O USO.O 500.0
SPECTRflL PROFILE IRHS 600 KM 80DEGR 600KM CIRCULRR SOLMflX








i i i i i i i i i I i i
NASA-CSFC
i I I i i i i i
1.0 2.0 3.0
EO (MEV)
4.0 S.O 6.0 7.0







i i i i i i i i i l i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i I I
NASA-CSFC
I i I I i i i I i i i i I I I I i i i t I I i i
50.0 100.0 150.0 200.0 250.0
EO CMEV)
900.0 350.0 400.0 USO.O 500.0






i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i
1.0 2.0 3.0 1.0 s.o 6.0 7.0
EO (MEV)





i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i t i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i
NASA-CSFC
I I I I I I I I I
"b.o 50.0 100.0 150.0 200.0 250.0
EO (MEV)
300.0 350.0 VOO.O uso.o 500.0
SPECIRfll_PROEILE__rRflS 1200 KH 800EGR 1200KM CIRCULflR SOLMflX
\







L I I I I I I I I i I I I I I
\
j | i I I I I I I NASA-CSPCi i i i \i i i i
1.0 2.0 3.0 U.O
EO (MEV)
s.o 6.0 7.0







l l i i i i i i i l i i i i i i "ASA-GSFC
so.o 100.0 150.0 zoo.o 250.0
EO (MEV)
300.0 350.0 UOO.O USO.O 500.0
SPECTRflL PROFILE IRflS 600 KM 80DEGR 600KH CIRCULflR SOLHflX










i i i i i i i i i i i
NASA-GSFC
I I I I i I I I I I I I I I I I I A l l l l _l__ 1 I i i I i i I i
t.o 2.0 3.0
EO (MEV)
t.o 5.0 6.0 7.0




i i i i i i i t i
NASA-CSPC
i i i i i i i l i i i i i i
"b.o SD.O 100.0 iso.0 aoo.o 250.0
EO IMtV)
900.0 9SD.O WO.O «SD.O SOO.O





. , . I , ,
NASA-GSFC
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I t I I I
1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 S.O S.O 7.0
EO CMEV)
SPECTRflL PROFILE IRflS 1200 KM 800EGR 1200KM CIRCULflR
8
E. G. Stasslnopoulos-1978
i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i ii i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i
NASA-CSFC
i i i i i i i
SO.O 100.0 1SO.O 200.0 2SO.O
EO (MEV)
300.0 3SO.O UOO.O USO.O 500.0
SPECTRflL PROFILE IRflS 1200 KM 80DEGR 1200KM CIRCULflR SOLMflX






. .... , ... I .
NASA-CSFC
i l l .
t.o 2.0 3.0 U.O S.O 6.0 7.0
EO (HEV)
PERK FLUX ENCOUNTERED PER ORBIT IRflS 600 KM 80DEGR 600KM CIRCULRR
10.0 is.o
ORBIT NUMBER
PERK FLUX ENCOUNTERED PER ORBIT IRflS 600 KM 80DEGR 600KM CIRCULAR SOLMflX
s.o 10.0 15.0
ORBIT NUMBER
PEflK FLUX ENCOUNTERED PER ORBIT IRflS 900 KM 99DEGR 900KM CIRCULRR
-b.o S.O 10.0 1S.O
ORBIT NUMBtR
20.0 25.0 30.0



























PEflK FLUX ENCOUNTERED PER ORBIT IRflS 600 KM 80DEGR 600KM CIRCULflR
5.0 10.0 15.0
ORBIT NUMBER
PERK FLUX ENCOUNTERED PER ORBIT IRflS 600 KM 800EGR 600KM CIRCULRR SOLHRX
5.0 10.0 15.0
ORBIT NUMBER
PERK FLUX ENCOUNTERED PER ORBIT IROS 900 KM 990EGR 900KM CIRCULflR
-b.o s.o 10.0 15.0
ORBIT NUMBER
2D.O 25.0 30.0





PEflK FLUX ENCOUNTERED PER ORBIT IRflS 1200 KM 80DEGR 1200KM CIRCULflR
10.0 is.o
ORBIT NUMBER
PEflK FLUX ENCOUNTERED PER ORBIT IRflS 1200 KM 80DEGR /l200KH_xeiRCULflRx8GLMRX
5.0 10.0 15.0
ORBIT NUMBER
IRRS 600 KM 80DEGR 600KM CIRCULRR
-180.0 -165.0 -1SO.O -135.0 -120.0 -105.0 -60.0 -7S.O -60.0 -45.0 -30.0 -15.0 0.0 15.0 30.0 US.O 60.0 75.0 90.0 105.0 120.0 135.0 150.0 165.0 180.0
LONGITUDE (DEGR)
IRflS 900 KM 99DEGR 900KM CIRCULRR 39
I E. G. Stosstnopoulos-1978
'-180.0 -165.0 -XSD.O -135.0 -120.0 -105.0 -40.0 -J-i.O -60.0 -45.0 -30.0 -15.0 0.0 1S.O 90.0 45.0 60.0 75.0 90.0 105.0 120.0 195.0 150.0 165.0 180.0
LONGITUDE IDEGRi
NWS 1200 KM. 80DEGR 1200KM. CJRCULflR
> E. G. Stassinopoulos-1978
-180.0 -165.0 -ISO.O -135.0 -120.0 -105.0 -60.0 -75.0 -60.0 -US.O -30.0 -15.0 0.0 15.0 30.0 15.0 60.0 7S.O 80.0 105.0 120.0 135.0 150.0 16S.O 180.0
LONGITUDE (DEGR)




IFtRS 900 KM 99DEGR 900KH CIRCULflR




IRflS 1200 KM 80DEGR 1200KM CIRCULflR
E. G. Stasslnopoulos-1978
i i i i
•o.o i.o z.o 3.0 s.o
L (EflRTH RRDII)
6.0 7.0 8.0 9.0 10.0




















UN FR :TORSi NOT
.tf.^Tfl tSINOPOUA >S- NASA- GtPe.
'-0.00 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.011 0.05 0.06 0.07 0.08
SHIELD THICKNESS Z (GM/SQCM)
0.09 0.10
-0.00 0.05 0.10 0.1S 0.20 0.25
SHIELD THICKNESS T CMH)
0.30 0.35 O.UO
0.0 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0 6.0 7.0 8.0 9.0 10.0 11.0 12.0 13.0 14.0 15.0 16.0
SHIELD THICKNESS T (MILS)










'O.OO 0.10 0.20 0.30 O.UO O.SO 0.60 0.70 0.80 0.90 1.00
SHIELD THICKNESS Z (GH/SQCN)
P : : : : i : :
•0.00 O.SO
: : i : . : . i :
1.00 l.SO
SHIELD














-I I I- 1
-0.0 10.0 20.0 30.0 110.0 SO.O 60.0 70.0 80.0 90.0 100.0 110.0 120.0 130.0 1UO.O 150.0 160.0
SHIELD THICKNESS T (HILS)















30.00 35.00 HO. 00
p I 1 1 1.... i i i i i i
0.0 100.0 200.0 300.0 100.0 500.0 600.0 700.0 800.0 900.0 1000.0 1100.0 1200.0 1300.0 1UOO.O 1500.0 1600.0
SHIELD THICKNESS T (MILS)
00SE-OEPTH CURVES M IRflS
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THE IRAS RADIATION ENVIRONMENT































THE IRAS RADIATION ENVIRONMENT
FIGURE 63
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THE IRAS RADIATION ENVIRONMENT
MOST SEVERE PASS THROUGH THE SOUTH ATLANTIC ANOMALY




















- 'NOTE: UNCERTAINTY FACTOR
OF d APPLIED TO THE DATA
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-bb. J 7BS39 94697 1107j£ 124677 140177 170392 195123 211025 243bl 7 242755 379130 465668 £35841 61590S 686699
-56.0 64714 C4967 67337 81559 107130 121668 141338 175218 <-05O2» 221553 266557 329249 470329 499013 613348
-57.0 93131 76322 6b3o8 64328 65132 78926 106351 128100 14VB30 183073 216183 245365 301135 398451 484163
-58.11
-59.0
_ /-, -60.0D ig -6i.o
O""~ -bJ.O
„ ^ -64.0
n ^? -65. U
TlL £: -66.3

















114473 114Ji7 86802 66272 64689 66213 66275 114610 141127 173637 208834 230376 263362 356099
1242C3 B752t> 67743 65983 71043 102156 127332 154127 192772 223887 263695
•
115107 80168 60933 67164 66999 118698 146231 165016 226794
167934 97761 70316 67900 76132 114504 145555 176735
117536 76562 67731 71444 103134 133503
146871 88915 69886 70057 94726





INNER ZONE MODEL: AE6 (SOLAR MAX)










































































































































































































































































































































































































































































9 1 064 3<


















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































0.0 6O 71 d2 57 110 131 ibl 170 199 233 264 305 332 385 469
-1.3 S3 69 aZ «6 117 145 161 204 ^43 289 35
-2.J SO 63 77 99 1£5 146 1 86 £26 26V 332 43
-3.0 52 62 /3 90 117 150 '02 248 311 352 49













-5.0 54 64 79 S6 116 147 194 £54 326 465 651 666 1228 1833 2611
-6.0 63 71 d4 105 120 158 202 255 335 462 66 i 940 144 9 2113 3146
-7.0 62 S3 *8 1 in 140 174 215 £77 352 4t>8 651 945 1430 2257 3577
-8.0 65 82 1J6 124 1e3 196 247 307 400 513 73
-9.0 66 87 113 143 166 238 289 369 464 611 79
-10.0 63 86 li 7 154 231 270 145 425 549 698 92
-11. U 53 81 116 157 211 296 386 549 662 864 111
-12.0 40 69 li 1 153 222 209 443 576 805 1091 135
-13.0 23 51 ^3 ISO £16 235 468 649 930 1313 174










































10 J5 65 167 £77 482 709 1115 1584 228
-56. 0 63
11 42 111 236 417 707 1101 1794 260
13 55 146 330 627 1114 1807 H93
3 16 71 J09 465 V35 1770 £98
1 10 51 i«4 330 715 1510 231
1 S 37 130 343 7lb 1462 286
.
1
-57.0 9665 746 1
-58. 0 61627 23842 3331 71
20 111 333 747 1496 £91
6 79 296 b06 1712 306
-59.0 185591 S7697 444JI 9126 9C4
38 211 7J7 1861 375
12 146 670 1911 420
78 516 1623 419


























































140 1075 2691 8915 18196 34740 62071
33 641 315
•
-60.0 232519 201236 1255OO 63675 25966 39 Si 260 1
473 280
167 238





















493 9766 31300 66666 12S9S3
-62.0 300426 3179S7 279143 242049 212498 139667 76137 44635 10033 1786 10
-03.0 428017 3C52S9 3498OQ 303790 270672 235417 211750 119086 69696 38715 S93
-64. U 405 432 450676 4l4dll 376198 336260 299229 265455 234867 1987O8 116724 7343
-65.3 412183 46«C£2 480 1 36 447862 406C39 376207 220924 301616 £68927 241629 206401
-66.0 383267 4C3226 435646 916280 476190 444291 406233 375906 335276 312340 27989'
-67. a 323498 396032 4OOOJ6 442974 494043 512401 480561 448776 416386 386961 33066
-66. J 274637 309716 37S3UB 403913 4267SS 474314 526430 521304 «945k9 46*028 43438'
-69.0 232184 274410 298332 346327 414790 420687 436854 499524 554760 539750 51*22
-70.0 206231 225501 2b84dO 291350 324124 384£64 427494 439541 477582 516897 56768
-71. O 155836 193162 218141 244662 263285 308015 246634 405047 441118 4SS2C9 48«35
-72.0 121108 149989 179540 216566 225028 262851 301843 322017 360567 412307 45717'
-73.0 92777 110777 143979 1(4330 198C09 223747 £46455 274622 3109O6 329168 36269
-74. a 62504 69360 102711 127178 154983 177988 209457 234305 253361 £.76606 314081
-75.0 3964O 55161 73848 96923 1117C8 1368SO 161533 184655 212650 239362 25493'
-76.3 16279 35228 47344 64106 82970 101640 11711ft 142195 164269 183169 20650<
-77. a 6298 I4C97 253*9 40324 52462 68572 86196 103693 116748 138320 159951
-78.0 2292 4355 9141 17179 29318 42572 S3791 68829 83371 103234 11178!
-79.0 767 1766 2958 5535 10777 18049 29028 41948 51195 63246 7S05
-83.0 277 £18 1345 2119 32E9 5676 10118 16482 24567 35850 45071




































































































-62.0 1 68 376 559 ?31 1604 2392 3288 4746 6796 9790 13415 17936
-83.3 1 1 1 38 268 435 624 938 143<
-O4.3 1 1 1 1 1 1 37 160 38!
-85.0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1






i 827 11 OS
63 155
1 1 1 1
ALTITUDE^ 90C.O ENEHGY= 0.250























99.0 542 416 367 356
58.0 2435 2021 1863 1656
67.0 11618 6330 69d2 6674
56.0 34760 3C800 26747 25859
SS.O 61143 S56S6 52469 51739
S4.0 92538 £7672 8S9«1 861C7
S3.0 135681 130489 122722 121343
S2.0 182386 170396 1627J5 1614<3
51.0 214478 2CSC09 201122 201690
SO.O 256496 2E2222 2S33J6 252509
49.0 322363 303631 295066 243529
4d.O 358027 357172 361430 367170
47.0 420S36 4C2882 393235 392118
46. O 41S229 43S259 4i>2_>a4 464481
«5.0 .347891 367364 384561 3959(3
44.0 278694 299747 3174*7 330328
43.0 215231 23SC18 249528 2581 14
42.0 154901 161750 192-17 8 194529
41.0 . 47366 65686 O37V6 9U1 7e
40.0 3113 9573 19746 30197






































l.O S40 1106 2214 5188
-78.0 -75.0
ELECTRONS



























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































ALTITUDE^ 900.0 ENERGY" 0.250
-45.0 -42.0 -39. 0 -36.0 -33.0 -30.0
ELECTRONS































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































ALTITUDE= 900.0 ENEHGY= 0. 250


































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































^t ^*c? ^^31 1"




















































































































































































































































































































1 1 Joj 1























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































» 608(; 22i8) 4565














































































































il.J 36 23 1 J T- i
-1.0 43 2b i J b
-2.0 49 28 »4 5
-J.U 50 27 il 3
-4.3 49 22 a 1
-5.0 32 12 J 1
-6.J 36 5 1 1
-7.0 79 1« 1 1
-6.0 168 30 1 1
-y.3 353 6t <!
13. 3 693 143 5
11. C 1439 253 11
12.0 2593 £13 IS
1J.U 5878 1234 J«
14.0 12999 3£C7 Ub
13.3 30617 9C39 5J4
16.0 79996 26131 33 /3
17.0 1J8073 b«724 124J6
18.0 248306 115167 347o6 213
19.0 328168 iei52'j 6dJi4 4253
20.0 £24341 3C7437 135149 21456
21.0 377481 231422 1114J6 £ 7 0 5 3
22.0 379412 237209 1212;>5 412(3 49
23.0 57381ft 3T37JO 203824 81533 55C
24.0 497236 344435 200896 81657 160C
25.0 541786 3721Cb 229d.>2 114(27 3620
26. J 663783 491659 3404jO 168222 £ 3 5 5
27.0 534S07 36S5S4 2!i01u7 136277 5313
26.3 655149 414672 2t)73<i7 172731 7922
29.^ 440225 326236 2196J5 126249 f.54f
30.0 389623 255678 210400 1J7364 7174
31.0 34V583 2(3556 184644 ll£612 f261<
32.3 33157S 2S7671 U4J75 IJ7317 756?'
33.0 2401S3 174292 113741 64244 29SC
34.0 162500 1C6C48 72444 45625 2754
J5..J 125213 5628U 75344 56390 433S
36.0 124660 93493 63845 4018B 2213
37. J 80711 59357 41143 27622 186C
33.0 02314 45188 J93J3 31518 179S<
39.0 51652 22£e«! 194/O 103C9 457
40. C 2O228 1235fi 7227 4294 262'
41.0 9442 6541 41*1 2351 129
42.0 5209 3266 2J»O 1232 71
43.0 2615 1900 1 Jl 60 677'
*4.0 4212 7513 I4d^2 29360 6C8C
45.0 27070 SC775 93311 12U337 16147
46.0 117009 1502C8 2004<:e 276080 3392C
47.0 236813 226231 J7b733 391577 41387
48. J 40H743 427438 4!>^4jl 478822 501621
49.3 465869 £16195 S414J7 5 7 4 3 7 2 60161
•50.3 573557 6 C 5 6 C 4 642oJ6 665533 70089
51.3 677281 702247 738Jo5 762743 75262"
52. J 765635 798536 8282/8 813654 7321 7
53.0 857149 8B9372 t]031u8 7J6304 65897'
•54.0 875793 796032 7232J3 668438 60413
55. J 79O830 724320 681442 583°90 49723
•bo.i) 728198 667784 567«o4 489287 42931
•57.0 647686 554387 4B42J6 4214C6 36603
59. U 543739 476518 4154j8 363730 31817
•59.3 472281 410466 3622J4 338060 24889
•63.0 406C98 3C1919 J03S26 245876 19409
•61. J 360310 293475 2437/7 168755 14746
•62.0 287380 240350 I8J8/5 145919 12270
•63. U 233658 16O2CS I43J16 99HE2 6756
•64.3 176903 138921 972J3 65747 3569
65.0 134736 55227 646J4 3395* 1438
•66.3 92687 (3451 327^3 13601 499
67. J 62517 21440 132J9 4950 104
68.0 3C641 12980 44O4 1861 6C
•69. J Ii708 4(68 19.18 1 30 4
73.0 4958 1979 6u 2 62
71.0 2014 691 jj 1
72.0 717 109 1 1



















































































































































































































































































































AI_TITUDE= 900.C ENERGY- 0.250
90.0 93.0 96.0 99.0
ELECTRONS





























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































! 14 30 41
19677
> Z32b9<
















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































INNER ZONE MODEL: AEG SOLAR MAX)
OUTER ZONE MODEL: AEI7-HI
AuTiTU3t= soo.o ENEHUY- o.soo
-180.0 -177.0 -174.3 -17J.O -168.3 -165.0
ELECTRONS




































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































3.0 23 26 48 30 21 34 36 36 37 36 36 37 33 31 31
-1.0 22 26 JO 32 16 41 43 48 bl £4 5
-2.0 21 25 29 35 41 45 52 58 62 69 7
-3.3 22 25 aa 33 40 48 60 68 77 86 "9
-4.0 21 25 <S9 35 42 49 59 74 90 10E 12
-S.I) 22 25 JO 35 41 49 61 74 6V 116 14
-6.0 24 27 Jl 38 45 52 £3 76 93 119 15
-7.0 22 30 J4 40 47 56 66 81 98 122 15
-8.0 21 27 J5 44 £2 61 73 88 109 132 17
-9.0 20 26 34 43 55 69 82 100 121 151 Id
1O.O 16 23 Jl 41 54 72 91 109 136 166 20
11.0 12 19 27 38 :l 71 93 128 153 192 2 3~
















































































4 9 17 21 52 79 114 168 f.3i 34
-56.0 27
10 21 37 66 100 '.58 228 J2
4 11 26 48 83 134 219 32
1
4 13 31 61 112 167 30
1 5 15 37 77 151 26
1 3 9 22 »7 105 211
1 1
•S7.0 3712 313 1 1
•58.0 23821 8667 1206 30
2 8 23 49 100 19
•59.0 . 77130 34753 165*2 3512 372
6 22 51 103 £0
4 18 51 113 20
2 11 44 I IS 23
1 8 37 1C7 24'




•60. U 91360 £2254 508J2 24514 9648 1546 108 1
34 20-
12 ie













































































































•63. 0 167706 147203 132768 116056 104626 94363 87815 4761O 26611 14261 3793 918 137 4 13
64.0 214631 182533 159091 143109 128016 114563 104035 95142 82094 46406 27<38<
05.0 199266 212726 2O27J7 174090 1SS1C6 142715 126271 115719 106042 SO240 8523
66.0 20179S 199844 2121S4 227140 193394 173527 1E4318 142654 126062 1198C2 11034
67.0 171350 213645 203SJ2 212867 224002 218251 190312 171971 Ibb«b3 147072 13291
68.0 142502 1C3118 203375 211241 211709 222521 225805 218372 193702 177301 14547
69.0 117307 141S60 1560U1 183617 222758 215694 2229E8 231782 246065 225639 20J74






















•71.0 70983 92741 138155 123672 1469CS 163673 162943 216223 233667 231747 238756 246041 256955 £71062 251935
•72. O 49049 66857 64169 106186 117427 133667 155978 1C8267 193334 219642 24432







74.0 19166 28030 373J3 51361 68588 82350 103611 115622 126937 141543 161621 171578 184909 2C3557 2241 16
75.O 8319 15S37 23415 32931 41947 57607 7IH97 85354 10176S 117715 12701
76.0 2587 6S33 114j4 19533 26809 35197 44375 56903 72691 6.3646 5733










7d.O 140 337 9oO 2322 4545 8864 13888 21039 2663S 34430 39777 47541 57831 66525 77940
•79.0 23 96 H5 472 1155 2461 4823 8395 12327 16155 2325
•60.0 5 12 40 125 221 488 1383 2140 3768 6414 52e<
81. O 7 15 44 124 195 372 722 1375 22C
•82.0 1 1 7 13 31 79 144 22C 36
•83.0 1 1 1 1 4 9 15 21 t
•a*.o 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2
























-31 .0 -78.0 -75.0
ELECTRONS
























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































ALTlTUOc= 900.0 ENERUY- 3.500 eXECTHONS




























8 21 81 186
6 26 113 251 634 1597
8 25 124 288 818 2174 4(60 9076
) 109 2U3 883 2447 5727 10806 17933 25309
) 791 2407 6056 11681 20708 28294 37693 46499
9 43 179 595 2361 5527 11S2I 21536 29040 39666 51531 66116 61651
64. J 5 21 1J4 36<





> 20008 29432 40112 54029 73316 670BS 103472 123679
) 38800 b3i42 74470 89243 108712 126952 136654 151936
62.3 536 2042 63al 13374 23966 36225 49241 71143 68245 109634 128217 140309 160330 174557 188374
61. U 3677 Sees 205^9 313?'





\ 105710 127012 140513 163796 177566 197045 224047 252598
\ 1371t,8 161496 177537 200674 231536 250985 245497 246699
b9.U 33274 45415 64iu2 882S5 115749 131150 153468 1740(2 1977o3 232075 248847 246233 248147 254591 265478
58.0 57226 77689 1012o6 12403 r 142298 168652) 168832! 224863 248223 245347 248402 2S7361 2SI396 217675 194826
b7.0 88340 116256 130426 158227 177110 211630 249741 242491 246604 256661 245487 210651 166732 169998 156413
56.0 141252 141C91 166J23 19186<5 2340C3 23946'k 24328C> 252498 247452 209399 183569 1C7C19 14909S 133326 123278
55.0 155207 1 73939 211744 239969 238754 245625 258311 213723 184927 166200 J46402 130348 117967 106294 98440
S4.0 186514 230436 2321^2 23337
33.0 231595 230949 240322 24325'
52.0 2J3580 2439S3 217326 16310








> 167784 147860 129639 116096 1C3922 96565 54624 33016
1 132091 117483 103702 9C570 47746 26676 13520 3895
> 105643 96163 47977 £5136 9793 2148 336
) 566S9 27 JO 5 10064 1794 173
50.0 179604 157168 1347*7 1179S5 101560 77853 34537 15276 2419 201
49.3 147243 124560 106365 9546
48. U 116533 1C0731 tf2tVd 3415
47.0 94S02 57306 241J7 519"





















*•» O 2*«°$S 11:S
•s & t°:°°f\ ^y 19.3





W 1 16. U 17 35 49 6
,_ 1S.O 133 120 1J8 12









3 5 5 4 3 2
' 17 2.
? «0 5<






) 16 1 3 6 4 2 3 3
> 33 25 IS 9 10 12 12 11
L bb 39 £4 23 2b 27 27 23
> 86 bo 47 54 56 54 47 40
C~ to 13.3 532 460 Jd6 353 289 217 • 55 113 bb 100 99 94 84 71 57
S C\ 12*0 815 661 378 5C r 397 28't 21(> 162 162 16S 157 141 121 100 77
Cm 11.0 1060 919 sub 6«4 521 373 263 253 270 260 232 196 160 130 99
C 13.3 1433 l£7e 1 3» V 8<
ZS _ U.U 1820 1509 1412 106
•£. U% b>0 2190 2020 17JB 127
~ *** 7.0 2731 2551 1*34 1SE
6.0 3429 2046 ZJtiO 202
b.O 4430 3«72 2871 258<














> 438 406 364 J25 271 ilS 170 132
> 607 5b6 501 432 354 272 200 144
) 874 797 664 573 421 312 225 167
S 1246 1063 661 639 476 360 266 203
I 1701 1325 999 751 569 439 332 246
r 2089 IbJb 1168 933 718 539 418 321
j 2435 1885 1446 1169 915 701 556 436
3.3 6126 4907 4436 4549 4965 4823 3613 2662 2336 16C6 1461 1178 965 745 633
2.0 6998 6211 5939 639 3 738B 551'S 42 8C> 3570 29J1 2402 1990 1607 1341 1056 833

















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































t 3 1 1 34























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































ALTITOU£= 900. C ENtKGYs 3.50?
4 E . J 46.0 51.J 54.0
, ECTr<r>NS














































































































































































































































































































































































































































































0.0 10 7 4 ,
-1.3 10 7 4
-2.0 9 6 3










13.0 468 91 i
14. O 1C7O £6O 9
15.0 2803 61O 44
16.0 7272 2397 322
•17.0 12703 55C7 11J8
18.0 22183 10446 3183 t
19. O 29013 16C64 6149 36
20.0 43471 26187 114J9 163
•21.0 33269 23960 13441 2R6
22.0 34693 £2042 1 1 3d 3 43C
•23.0 47954 21CC5 17553 712'
•24.9 41693 29255 17J74 74<
•25.0 44526 31609 19660 999
•26.3 52609 36651 26346 1454
•27. G 44C73 32607 21124 1182
28.0 45731 346C6 2341 2 1423
•29.0 37657 26277 19219 1119
•30.0 34228 26592 18542 HUB
•31.0 29645 £2703 15919 999
-32.0 27029 £1448 156o4 1064
•33.0 19C74 13662 9171- 5J2
•34.0 12169 8E37 6038 391
•35.0 9833 7618 5844 431
•36.0 9269 6781 4739 305
•37. 0 6135 4525 3213 222
•38. 0 4782 3746 2483 227
•39.0 4081 2678 14«d3 117
•43.0 2381 1645 I 0>8 7£
•41.0 1532 1121 779 49
•42.3 1097 774 539 2t
•43. 0 804 590 1 112
•44.0 1446 2833 54J4 1082
•45.0 9896 18648 34597 4576
•46.0 43562 £7723 79528 11293
•47.0 94552 134247 153911 15666
•48.0 167046 170692 176240 18340
•49.3 189373 1S7730 206580 2181S
•50.3 218939 231817 2442^8 25488
•51.3 £57131 266189 283576 30915
•5.4. a 293657 317364 353777 36447
•53.0 355142 392442 370078 3S09J
-54.3 396001 37«3S5 354318 34885
-55.3 383018 368622 364477 31349
•56.0 379239 357376 300O42 2S544
•57. J 344917 291662 2509*6 21534
-58.0 284711 247496 219^4 18103
•59.0 242819 207139 179161 14695
•60.0 203626 177988 141478 1C992
•61.0 176086 1364C7 197712 7457
•62.0 132198 1C4633 707u8 4940
-6J.O 99511 67S63 476o7 3069
-64.0 65355 45657 295o2 1453
•65.0 43862 26SSI 13846 520
•66.0 26885 13193 4903 14£
•67.9 12686 4648 1341 3!
-68.0 4424 1348 JjJ 6
•69.0 1305 3iZ 39 1
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INNER ZONE MODEL: AE6 (SOLAR MAX)
OUTER ZONE MODEL: AEI7-HI
ALTITUDE* 900.0 ENERGY 1.000
-180.0 -177.0 -17».0 -171.0 -166.0 -165.0
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ALT1TUOE» 900.0 ENERCVa 1.000 ELECTRONS
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ALTITUDE 90C.O ENEHGY- 1.300 fXECTRONS






















62.0 20 190 6/9 187<
61.0 399 1272 3SJ4 D37,
00.0 2253 4635 8439 1374<
1 2 8 27 13C
1 2 6 44 203 495 1111
2 6 44 232 631 1418 2657 4647
1 5 42 228 674 1381 3472 5437 8154 10881
3 24 193 6O6 1 b54 3666 585V 8767 12435 17974 22902
119 460 1341 3327 5760 O917 13224 19777 24901 31227 39322
> 1032 2627 £173 8637 13002 202C2 25776 33259 41716 49474 60243
3 4346 7763 11788 19080 <:5->42 33654 42682 £2093 65863 76356 84664
» 10C67 16749 23764 32198 42237 52449 66353 78258 69511 104876 121417
1 21456 29334 39984 50409 67010 78361 91582 109192 121195 1 19550 121027
59.0 7009 10624 lObv? 25732 36306 46573 62J28 76448 900U2 1 O9588 12CJ2S 120)54 122096 126212 132516
58. J 14619 £1692 333J7 41851
57.3 26016 37000 476J3 6633
50.0 41303 £SS44 72/O2 87i)5
55. U 66775 77816 9d934 1159V
) 55004 732S1 85500 105610 119V42 119765 122362 127828 127610 115436 105951
T 78906 98371 120348 118183 12139J 127516 1<!5432 113119 100366 68555 79062
i 111396 116314 119460 125246 1^5910 112466 96227 66275 744U5 64496 57833
' 116762 121440 129288 113617 99300 Ub8C7 72812 62516 54563 47393 42J76
54.0 65272 1 C9481 1129iO 117294 125C63 117201 103914 87309 73825 62259 £3436 45875 40959 21676 12161
bJ.Cl 111941 112445 Ild7d3 12313.
52.3 liJ435 |£1362 1134J4 4687
51.0 120011 105513 88t»J5 7461
50. 0 97360 41259 66.177 5522'
> 106428 91335 79063 6J930 54352 41,764 38094 18520 9512 4543 1348
3 62667 67842 57239 47150 40621 18632 6B79 3314 752 121
* 60664 50216 42198 22539 9778 J40J 631 62
> 44955 32253 12b.1t. 5117 b46 72 1
49. U 74549 60056 49542 411 £6 14663 7788 1646 162
40.0 55015 44460 343d4 1274'
47.i) 41235 22498 U5-.7 176
40.3 15661 5926 7j3 1'
45. U 3135 289 1































15.0 20 IS 14 1





5 5 4 3 2
1 9 6 5 4 2
'
2 3 3 4
14.3 36 33 46 19 14 10 8 6 4 3 5 6 7 7 1
13. u 65 44 J4 2
12.3 93 64 *9 3
9 20 15 11 a 6 4 11 13 13 13 12
S 26 21 16 12 13 17 20 21 21 20 11
11. U 110 £1 66 48 37 28 22 19 *6 30 3J 32 30 26 24
10. U 127 109 17 5
9.3 160 122 ^t> 7
d.O 186 1S1 lid 4
7.0 220 174 1 J9 11
-, 48 37 31 34 43 47 49 47 42 38 3S
b 63 51 45 57 67 64 69 64 55 45 3C
5 78 67 75 89 98 96 94 77 64 51 41
7 102 95 115 136 136 127 136 87 72 54 48
6.U 255 236 174 152 140 146 173 191 174 147 123 102 85 69 S«
5.0 303 2£2 2.3 14
4.0 . 360 308 £-jV 25
> 191 217 250 241 c02 170 147 122 94 82 61
3 262 'IP 325 281 241 203 175 146 119 100 8:
J.3 427 3S9 JJl 338 375 430 J71 J26 ebb <!4 1 208 174 146 120 101
Z. 0 498 456 4*3 47 ) S47 498 435 391 jo 3 296 355 214 183 ISO 123
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A L T I T U D E - 900 .C EN£RliY= 1 .000 :UhCTRONS
































































































































































































































































































































































































































































SB. 3 127874 IC73C
59.3 102737 7832
63.3 74597 5766























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































INNER ZONE MODEL: AE6 (SOLAR MAX)
OUTER ZONE MODEL: AEI7-HI
ALTITUDE.: 900.C ENERGYs 2.000


















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































3S61 14C2 317 22
> 2 2 2 3 3 J J 4 « »
2 2 2 3 3 3 3 4 4 4
9389 6793 2472 9C6 109
2 2 2 3 3 3 3 4
14S4S 11C67 8467 4061 1463 326 20
2 2 3 3 3 4
21305 16558 1J13J 9666 6649 2365 305 93
2 2 J 3 4
29773 24114 18tk><! 14756 11122 8495 3729 1363 255 1
2 2 3 3
2 2 3
30687 31145 27J<19 21401 16EZ6 12886 9641 5780 2089 62* (4
I
22060 27625 . 32696 33436 2389O 1851 1 1»523 10909 8jbS 3221 1187 197 5
t .
17947 2O772 25448 33397 31604 26608 20B91 16132 1*363 9376 4837 1611 468 47
10161 15335 20408 23752 31109 32874 29533 23133 17889 14078 10559 7034 2716 1043 147
6382 9181 13431 203f3 22690 23509 34310 31942 25452 20005 JS601 11914 9139 3976 1543
3543 5324 85i7 11910 16478 21765 26605 34713 3J029 1:3116 £2334 17264 13476 10295 6037
1681 3156 46 jl 7813 10637 16324 21414 25203 3265J 34350 31093 24464 19?11 15294 11626
643 14«3 2616 41 S7 66«5 9931 14680 21491 24202 30867 3EB96 31535 2S9J7 21418 16964
222 SC3 1361 2248 3868 6148 9356 13485 29897 ZJ514 26*43 36991 34755 29696 23980
54 175 417 1105 1969 3672 £473 RS64 12350 18641 22906 27414 34950 36273 33151
8 39 144 357 888 1812 3345 4962 d£00 11338 16786 22727 26209 33150 34080
6 Jl 122 323 749 1646 2946 4b74 7J92 13645 15288 22921 25332 31)59
27 109 289 646 1 S55 2616 »277 6709 10091 13981 SI 100 24694
24 89 ?53 550 14O3 23C3 4061 6394 9614 12866 13628
3 20 74 217 484 1220 2120 3809 5533 8680 11771
2 16 62 192 434 1024 1928 3395 4962 7596
13 52 It? 330 862 1765 2930 4549
1 44 146 3b3 729 1623 2539
S 38 128 299 591 1332
7 32 103 242 483




ALiiruDt- 900. c ENERGY: 2.000 . ELECTRONS


















64.0 83 25 5
63.0 350 142 41 10
62.0 1071 461 2J8 73 21
1
61.0 2551 1619 634 314 127 37 9
.
60.0 5067 3301 1921 948 425 187 66 21 5 1
59.0 9670 6133 4lj2 2370 1438 592 287 125 40 11 3
58.0 15168 10556 7J fO 4725 3374 1790 490 418 198 64 30 9 3
57.0 24423 17S65 12346 9002 5631 3928 2227 1425 625 336 159 72 31 13 6
b6.0 30696 2S3IS 217a6 14257 10344 6871 4524 2995 1824 1035 506 304 163 91 48
55.0 39326 336C6 2o7ul 235RO 16749 11672 6412 5S24 J9ol 2438 1637 935 516 346 22S
b4.U 33197 37270 36Sdl 26574 24254 20268 136H3 10046 7035 4756 3530 2263 1645 1004 701
53.0 2*892 29118 35622 38461 32124 2S592 22903 16496 11727 9254 6347 4531 3b48 2493 1912
S2.J 15632 14S67 257Jo 32769 36331 35120 27B43 23611 20b25 lljSS 1C818 8645 6332 4795 4044
51.0 10228 13453 175o9 22637 28610 34645 37365 31408 2bJ82 22574 1B532 13614 10790 9275 7327
50.0 3118 8270 11613 15543 19675 25152 31B69 35243 35092 28522 24167 22293 1HS41 14416 11978
49. U 459 1906 5 Jo a 10010' 13255 17112 21980 27446 33*99 3D76S 33102 27467 24088 22414 21422














































«2 465 1866 4957 9637 12582 16i60 20179 24E47 30233 33630 35532 35142
153 1109 2465 7487 10593 13716 16947 20047 24895 29313 33138
1 37 410 1656 4177 BB4S 11254 14260 17017 20241 23509
i . O 2 2 ^ 2
I
118 U24 2229 £286 9188 11301 13643 16127
1 !
1 1
1.0 3 3 3 2 2 ?. t
17 238 1148 2588 5482 8980 10617
i


























































































4 4 4 4 3 3 3 2 2 1 1 1
4 5 5 S 4 4 4 J J 3 2 2
4 5 5 5 6 5 5 5 5 4
5 5 5 6 6 7 7 7 6
5 5 6 6 7 7 8 9 8
5 5 6 6 7 8 8 V 1 0 1
5 5 6 7 7 8 9 10 11 1
5 S 6 7 7 8 <V 13 11 1
4 S 6 7 8 9 1O 11 121
3 4 5 6 8 9 10 11 13 1
2 3 4 5 7 9 10 11 13 1
'
2 3 4 5 7 10 12 14 1
364 37












1 2 3 4 6 9 12 16 20
2347 799 129 2
2 3 5 7 10 1
9064 3643 1432 346 43
2 3 S 7 1
1 2 3 5
'
13239 10206 5627 23« 8«8 162 12
























26479 21£62 17277 13607 1C8S8 6337 2929 1421 374 77
35639 2S671 24 JIB 19534 16O48 12735 10419 5117 2bS9 1254 37







29386 30459 J94J1 37581 31222 26236 21633 18391 15182 12571 S86S 5542
24256 27775 341a8 41851 39490 36305 20241 25679 i!lti91 18907 1580"
16519 24318 26542 31807 38412 41942 40137 35810 30512 26398 2265
10927 14744 21162 25736 29347 35173 42302 42870 41416 36764 3232





4184 S£10 85d6 11712 15286 21072 26558 29IH3 33665 38887 45110 46768
2149 3S03 53J9 7129 10412 13066 16941 22*27 27554 33148 3433<b 38587
1003 1E56 2836 4417 5927 8236 11465 13947 176 VI 22910 28163 30239
401 749 1540 2266 3481 4887 6508 8765 117O7 14021 1724J
149 308 SJO 1043 1844 2608 3810 5131 6641 8631 1136C
38 1C3 Ji» 410 690 1260 1979 2728 3743 3C47 625t
7 26 01 147 271 459 748 1290 1954 i:S57 24CJ






6 18 40 62 162 254 466 559 600
1 7 17 37 o7 123 19























































































ALTirODE= 900.C EN£«l,V= 2.000

























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































ALTITUDES 900.C ENEMGYa 2 .333
45.0 46.0 51.0 54.0 57.0
ELECTRONS
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ALTITUDES 900.C t£NERGY= 2.000
13S.O 13P..O 141.0 144.0 147.0 150.0
ELECTHONS
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INNER ZONE MODEL: AE6 (SOLAR MAX)
OUTER ZONE MODEL: AEI7-HI
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»LTITUOE= 900.0 £Nti<GY= 3.000 cLtCTPONS













62.0 117 37 12 2
61.3 404 205 59 23 6
60.0 1102 593 208 101 34 10 2
-5<>.O- 2*82 1429 833 370 176 53 2O 5
58. O 4661 3IS6 1009 1012 537 243 94 33 1 3
1
1
57.0 8219 5693 3649 246J 1294 779 341 176 57 26 8 2
i
56.0 11012 8696 7114 4358 29tS 1 7 1 6 P64 524 253 115 43 22 3 3
55. 3 14781 12321 9377 7'.)09 5277 3437 2308 1275 798 394 Zl? 101 »i <i7 14
54.0 12131 13732 13662 10356 82'JO 6593 4174 2881 1790 1045 677 .355 21 J l*J 67
53.0 927? 1104? 12664 |4S?1 11*44 P 3 4 3 7<i'»3 5210 .14*5 2601 1545 OHO 6a i 4JU 275
52.0 6529 8142 10126 11905 13434 13108 9 J 4 3 8081 6831 4451 3165 2382 1542 1 Ja2 827
bl.O 4318 S-ilO 72O3 9165 IO799 12540 141O2 11477 3914 7628 5992 4172 3 1 D "> 2619 1902
50.0 1.334 3515 4P64 6405 eo lo 9872 11565 13010 13157 10282 8399 f4<>4 5993 4»>( j 3571
49.0 202 H13 2164 4223 5509 7013 8899 10406 12063 13374 122'»2 9848 93 /4 7SJI 7070
48.0














































74 4<33 1329 3556 4729 6184 7^53 3422 \0e~'fy 1?26° USS' 122»4 402J3 9940
0.0 2
20 204 797 2117 4067 5236 6633 8195 9674 11051 1224.1 » 3 2 J J 13236
1 70 470 1234 3184 4445 5675 6938 9453 967 J »3*IB 11917
-1.0 2 2 2 ->
1"* 1*30 ~0** I7B5 3~4~ 4"04 5P-°4 61j4 d2lj 9332
54, 352 053. 2?35 J881 47i6 57i<: 6618
-2.0 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
8 107 487 11O7 2331 37*S 44S3
1
-3.0 2 2 2 2 < ! 2 2 i ! 2
20 149 522 I3id 1909
2 1JJ 41 •»
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6= 900.0 HNHBGY= 3.000 T.LLCTKONS






























2"> !>9 loO J*V 68'
6 9 16 31 55 127 266 SJ9 'JJ3 1643
28 il 34 46 76 I4J 251 426 BIO 124J <!<il 3 3570
127 137 175 224 29rt 451 757 112"" 1800 3110 42»o 6509
411 434 S12 6fcl *79 1153 1688 2651 3657 52^5 H Jj f 9804
IO63 11OS 1234 1497 1944 2740 3453 46IH S7M 1<JJ2 l06*J 1J683
25e<l 2665 285T 31'1 .T03 4645 62"'6 °445 ^604 1201' t 5 2 » S 15630
4370 44H8 4U73 5629 6990 ^242 ') 1 32 IOB60 I34H4 161s! .43*7 12685
7720 7U23 8052 9531 9304 106'S 127f,8 15385 I47o7 I34J1 415JJ 9567
1001° 10210 10'92 ll?'0 13255 1539^ 14489 135S5 12011 10576 84»cJ 3728
14279 14407 14323 1J9V5 13539 13034 11355 10 M2 9084 7474 iljb 4543
11853 15007 11866 11492 1O9J7 10271 9073 77.11 6«32 5033 3J77 1236
9331 ^4b7 9J23 •IHSB 8179 7393 f.478 5361 »388 20-J8 l^b 193
6573 66^8 6616 6341 5776 S i l l 4*0° 27BO 1272 510 1J
444M 4547 4496 »288 S^&Q 25f.° 1426 "12 212 i°
Ifil9 1920 1787 14S3 1J43 653 ?75 !.7 3
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TRAPPED PROTON MODEL: APS (SOLAR MAX)
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